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ABSTRACT 

Leapfrogging of energy technologies has long be discussed in the developing world as a way of 

increasing energy access and at the same time bypassing the path, developed countries 

followed in energy development. To date energy technology leapfrogging has only been 

investigated mostly from the side of the technology and there is lack of understanding in the 

academic literature, on the business opportunities. The purpose of this exploratory study is to 

investigate the factors and actors under which the business model that promotes energy 

technology leapfrogging and energy access in rural areas of Zambia, can be designed with a help 

of a qualitative and in some parts quantitative approach and a theoretical synthesis comprising  the 

finance, technical capabilities and actors needed. 

The business model proposed for spreading energy technology leapfrogging and energy access 

is the anchor customer business model. The idea is that the anchor customer has stable energy 

needs and by securing a stable energy demand thus paying a regular fee in the independent 

power provider, of the clean and energy efficient microgrid, it can secure its viability during the 

first years. The anchor customer will be a milk collection center which promises, on the same 

time, to solve the current inefficiency of the dairy industry. Focus will be put in the anchor 

customer, the milk collection center, the independent power provider of the microgrid, and the 

financial, technical capabilities and actors that need to be involved. 

The analysis finds out that the finance for the design of the milk collection center is more 

secured compared to the IPP and the technical capabilities can be addressed for both entities by 

capacity building trainings from Zambian organizations. The number of actors involved, for the 

design of the milk collection center are fewer, since it has already been installed by dairy 

companies, compared to the microgrid, as the technology proposed is not widely spread in the 

rural areas at the time being. The installation of this business model can impact the society and 

economy of the area. Due to the exploratory nature of my research and the lack of prior 

academic literature, future research is necessary to validate these findings and to further 
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investigate the design of the business model from a project management approach and also 

asses its environmental impact from a life cycle point of view. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Problem formulation  

According to the United Nations, 1.06 billion people still lack an essential energy service , 

including over 65 per cent of the population of sub-Saharan Africa and of those gaining access 

to electricity worldwide since 2010, the majority are only urban dwellers. The absolute number 

of people relying on polluting fuels and technologies for cooking, is around 3 billion and 

advancements have been slow in sub-Saharan Africa. (The Sustainable Development Goals 

Report,2016). Lanyue et al. (2017) examined the relationship between energy consumption, 

economic output and energy intensity of countries in a different development stages. The 

economic development in developed countries tends to be slow due to constraints in resources, 

existing capacity and the high levels of technology, although for developing and least developed 

ones, the results in values were higher since they are in the process of development. 

Agricultural development in developing countries has helped with the issues on food and 

clothing, and then citizens were able to pursue higher living standards due to the socioeconomic 

development. The potential for the last ones to proceed with economic expansion, technical 

innovation and optimizing industrial structure, is the highest. Odhiambo et al. (2009) have also 

proved that in Southern Africa electricity consumption goes hand in hand with economic 

growth, due to higher employment though policies in the same time need to intensify the 

infrastructure expansion.  

However, growth and development in developing countries can have harmful consequences for 

the environment, if the same solutions are to be adopted as in the developed world. Since the 

industrial revolution, the impact of humans in the environment is alarming; air pollution, water 

pollution, acid rain, climate change, loss of biological diversity and others have been taking 

place over decades. Though, only a limited percentage of population worldwide has reached 

living standards that account for these changes. Many believe that energy development in 

developing countries can bypass the conventional path and skip to more efficient and 

environmental friendly technologies, in developing countries, which can be achieved in terms of 
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products and processes. (Goldemberg, 1998). This viewpoint stands for “leapfrogging energy 

technologies” and was first expressed by Goldemberg in 1998.  

When it comes to energy development, researchers tend to focus on the technical viability of 

the technologies and neglect the realities of the daily life of the communities. Many projects fail 

because culture and relationships are oversimplified and the locals’ needs are not 

communicated all along the planning process. (Murphy, 2001). There are several other factors 

that limit the potential for leapfrogging energy technologies such as economic, social, political 

and cultural. Community ownership and clustering of production are examples of the toolset 

needed. The government of developing countries should focus on creating regulations to enable 

technology flexibility, the financing of small projects and ways they can be profitable. Local 

companies and business models need to be activated and scaled to enable the energy 

development in the developing world (Carvalho, 2014). 

Therefore my motivation for exploring, how the design of a business model can promote energy 

technology leapfrogging and energy access in rural areas of Zambia lies on the fact that not 

adequate research has been done on the business side of energy technologies leapfrogging, 

since the topic first appeared in 1998. In the literature I have identified a proposition for a 

business model that could promote the above thus I was curious to investigate further how to 

design it and the factors and actors that influence it, rather that the technology in particular. 

1.2 Research Question 

Based on the problem described above my main research question is; 

 How can the design of a business model contribute to energy technology leapfrogging 

and increase energy access in rural areas of Zambia?  

My sub questions are; 
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 What is the current status of energy access in rural areas of Zambia and which actors are 

involved? 

  What type of business model is applicable in the case of rural areas in Zambia?  

 Which factors influence the business model and which actors need to be involved so as 

to promote the leapfrogging of the energy technology? Which factors cannot be 

addressed as part of this study?  

 Is there potential for the business model that promotes energy technology leapfrogging 

and energy access to be sustained in the future and how it could affect the society and 

the economy? 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

In this chapter, I will discuss the theories I used to analyze the problem in hand. I will reason 

why I picked the particular ones and to what extent they are applicable to my research. The 

elements which were more relevant to my research question where synthesized so as to guide 

me through my analysis. On the specific section I will provide criticism and present the 

limitations of these theories. The literature review assisted me in narrowing down a set of 

themes so as to explore how a business model can be designed to address energy technology 

leapfrogging and energy access in rural areas of Zambia.  

2.1.1 Energy Technologies Leapfrogging  

The study is built on the viewpoint of “leapfrog energy technologies” which was first introduced 

by Jose Goldemberg in 1998. As he claims in his article growth and development are the main 

aspirations of the developing countries’ population. However if they follow the same pattern as 

the developed world did this will have devastating consequences for the environment. This is 

where the term leapfrogging comes into place, since growth and development can actually be 

done in a more energy efficient way by applying modern and “clean” technologies (Watson et 

al., 2011) identify three types of environmental leapfrogging. The first one is within a country's 
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overall development pathway, following the definition of the Environmental Kuznets Curve, 

where environmental damage increases as income rises and after a point of an income 

achieved, it declines. The second type of environmental leapfrogging is; that technology 

evolvement happens while developing countries proceed with industrial development. Finally 

the third definition concerns leapfrogging, which involves the early adoption of new 

technologies that have never been deployed before, without the country necessarily being 

involved in the development of these (Davidson et al., 2000). 

As Goldemberg (1998) mentions, leapfrogging energy technologies can concern both product 

and processes or a combination of both. For example when bringing electrification to rural 

areas, where kerosene lamps are used, they could be replaced with fluorescent lamps 

connected to a renewable energy source. However according to Perkins (2003) the existing 

approaches of leapfrogging suffer from ambiguous objectives as the environmental goals are 

discussed in a broad perspective and there is a general lack of clarity as no specific goals are set 

for the implementation of the technology. On the same direction simplistic assumptions are 

made about the enabling technologies and the fact that once technologies are set in the 

developing world it will help them leapfrog to an environmental friendly energy development. 

Further innovation and adjustment, to the countries’ characteristics should to be done also in 

collaboration with local firms who can better reach and engage local customers. Finally 

leapfrogging principles are underestimated and that protecting the environment through 

technology is the sole incentive needed. This incentive has to be coupled with the availability of 

knowledge, skills and expertise to move forward the process ( Lall, 1992).    

In order for the technology ideas coming from the developed world to the developing, to be 

successfully implemented, Goldemebrg highlights some prerequisites. There should be no 

commercial conflicts and the business case should have benefits for both partners. This 

processes should be supported by the existence of legislations in the developing countries that 

will receive the technology but also the availability of workforce and infrastructure to support 

the technology absorption. Perkins (2013) adds that environmental and development priorities 
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should be taken into account while addressing the technological incapability of the developing 

countries. In order to face the challenges mentioned above he outlines four main suggestions. 

The first one is to set more specific short term and long term goals that can give a clear 

direction to the stakeholders involved and the activities they need to undertake. Furthermore in 

terms for investment, a more strategic approach is needed by giving priority to the sector with 

the most and long term impact in leapfrogging. Then the development of leapfrogging 

capabilities and technologies should be supported in terms of finance and policies. Finally 

Pekrins suggests that cooperation between key actors should be enhanced. In order for short 

term and long term leapfrogging goals to be achieved, various actors need to come together in 

order to facilitate and promote environmental strategies, and the government needs to have an 

active role in this process.  

Murphy (2001) who more specifically studied energy transition in East Africa comes to complete 

the prerequisites for leapfrogging to happen, suggests that economic, social, political and 

cultural factors should be considered for rural populations to switch to modern and energy 

efficient technologies. As the absorption of technology and not the adoption is the ultimate goal 

the development of technological capabilities should be developed and locals should participate 

and communicate their needs during the planning process.  

Since there is always a risk that relationships are oversimplified Murphy (2001) comes with 

three key recommendations for planners and policy makers. First there is a need to take into 

account the social, cultural and political institutions that participate in energy development, 

secondly it should always be kept in mind that technology diffusion is highly connected to the 

economic development and social change. The ultimate purpose of the technology absorption 

strategy is to improve the life quality of the locals and not just to mitigate the environmental 

problem.  

At this point I would like to describe an example of a “good” and a “bad” practice of 

leapfrogging in the energy sector so as to gain more insight on cases that have been applied and 

the factors that contributed to the outcome of these efforts. Morocco has been successful in 
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implementing a rural electrification program and Nygaard (2016) has researched further on the 

success factors of the case. Significant improvements have been made since 1990 where the 

first phase of the rural electrification program started and the electrification rate was about 

14%, until 2013. The grid has been extended to 95% of the population and electricity has been 

provided to dispersed villages by the application of Solar Home Systems. As the author 

describes the main reasons that contributed to this evolution were a clear vision supported by 

political commitment to accomplish it, an institutional framework that brought together 

national and international actors and a strong finance model that included all stakeholders and 

international financial institutions. The Moroccan government viewed electrification of rural 

households as priority for rural development and therefore launched a programmed funded 

partly by itself and the local authorities. Specifically the sense of local ownership of the 

renewable energy program was key for its further development as well as a clear objective 

period for implementation. Considering the institutional framework the national power 

production and power distribution in major cities was privatized, therefore no new agency was 

created but a state owned utility. However the program took a participatory approach, based in 

locals municipalities and private-company completion, to secure economic efficiency. 

Furthermore the finance model of the renewable energy program shared responsibilities 

between the consumers, the municipality and the utility, as mentioned earlier. Consumers 

provided the 25% of the total investment, municipalities the 20% and the utility the 55% but 

also the government partnered up with the utility to attract donors and acquire short term loan 

from financial institutions.   

An example of an unsuccessful energy technology leapfrogging practice was the implementation 

of improved biomass cooking stoves in India as described by Khandelwal (2017). Due to negative 

impacts on health and wood scarcity because of deforestation and privatization of common 

lands of the old type of cook stoves, there have been efforts to redesign and sell ‘‘improved” 

cook-stoves (IC) in developing countries. However the adoption of them in India, has been 

limited besides the major promotion efforts, It has therefore been proven that the adoption of 

new technologies has been a complicated social process which requires shifts in culture and 
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behavior. The promotion of IC launched by the government has been bureaucratic and did not 

receive consumer feedback or focused on the technical characteristics and marketing and not 

the value proposition for them to be adopted. 

More specifically Khandelwal has identified the reasons that explain why the IC adoption has 

failed. First he mentions that the goals of the ones launching the ICs were not aligned with the 

needs of rural population. The first ones emphasized on the environmental and health benefits 

of adopting these, but locals were mainly interested in the costs and the time it actually takes 

for them to cook. Furthermore the symbolic cultural or spiritual value of the traditional ones has 

been neglected but also their ability to be built and repaired by local women. All the effort to 

promote ICs were managed by NGOs who could not coordinate as efficiently and have 

distributed unfairly the investments from one region to another. Finally the role of women and 

involvement in the cooking process has not been taken into account, which is an important 

cultural characteristic in India. It is not the technology itself that must be considered but the 

complex household dynamics and the fact that cooking practices are embedded in the traditions 

of rural life. It is therefore agreed that technology diffusion that can enable the leapfrogging 

process in the developing world is far more sophisticated.  

The cases discussed above lead us to the conclusion that leapfrogging does not solely concern 

the implementation of the energy technology but focus on a clear strategy, financial support, 

taking into consideration the local culture, organize the relationship dynamics between the 

different actors, securing that every each of them is responsible for parts of the project 

implementation. As Gallagher et al. (2012) mention that energy technology innovation is a 

systemic approach consisting all aspects of energy transformation, all stages of the technology 

development cycle and innovation processes taking into account investment indicators and 

policy design. 
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2.1.2 Energy technology innovation 

For energy technology innovation Gallagher (2012) suggests a systemic approach named as 

“chain-linked” model for innovation. In this model different actors interact, there is constant 

feedback, the government and policies are involved, besides the fact that they operate in an 

uncertainty environment. Bergek (2008) claims that actors do not always exist to serve the 

purpose and do not need to share the same goal or if they do they do not have to work the 

same way towards it, conflicts are also a part of how systems evolve.  

Three main patterns are identified by Gallgner, that influence innovation in the energy sector. 

The first one explains that evolution can happen when different technologies are combined and 

they are also applied outside of their usual context. Secondly the learning and experimentation 

processes such us cutting down costs and increasing performance can promote technology 

innovation. Finally the slow progress of energy technologies can be due to high capital costs, the 

time needed, the learning and experimentation and the need to combine and apply 

technologies as described above. Therefore commitment and a long term perspective approach 

is needed for energy innovation to happen.  

The above patterns that influence energy technology innovation system (ETIS) are translated to 

1. Knowledge and learning, 2.economies of scale 3.the roles of actors and institutions 

Knowledge is important to move innovation and the right type of investment, requires 

experience and ca not be imported entirely, it is a constant process of research and 

development, application, feedback, redesign. The economies of scale describe the decrease of 

costs per unit as the unit production increases. For energy technologies in particular, that aim to 

benefit the society, government support is needed so as to spread and increase the 

manufacturing capacity. The role of actors and institutions involved in technology innovation, 

change according to the innovation system and the phase of the lifecycle. Innovation is 

characterized by uncertainty and therefore different groups of people need to gather to reduce 

it, once again policies are important to support this process. When the innovation process is 

driven by multinationals, Dahan (2010) mentions that collaborating with NGOs can play an 
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important role by offering their market knowledge and expertise. On the other hand 

multinationals have great expertise on developing and testing new products efficiently and a 

large buying power and can purchase the resources cheaper. Then the NGO can help with the 

training are aware of the distribution network and the firms are knowledgeable of the 

processes. Finally the first ones obtain marketing expertise and through them, multinationals 

can gain the trust of the locals that typically view them with suspicion or skepticism. 

On the above patterns that drive the system innovation Hekkert (2007) adds the need for 

1.entrepreneurial activities, 2.guidance of the search, 3.market formation, 4.resources 

mobilization, 5.creation of legitimacy and counteract resistance to change. As Hekkert claims 

system innovation cannot exist without the presence of entrepreneurs, whose role is to create 

the new knowledge and opportunities to concrete actions and are prime indicators of 

performance in the innovation system. Furthermore since resources are always limited, there is 

need for guidance of search in terms of activities, within the innovation system, that can affect 

the visibility and clarity of the specific wants among technology users. This can be achieved with 

the exchange of viewpoints between the technology users and all the other actors involved. 

However besides the technology development the market formation is important, as new 

technologies have difficulties in competing with already embedded ones. An approach is to 

create a niche market for testing the technology or implementing temporary favorable tax 

regimes. Resources mobilization, in terms of human and financial capital, is important for the 

innovation system to progress but also the new technology has to be supported by political 

regimes. This can be catalyst for the particular political party in power to lobby for resources, 

implement favorable tax regimes as mentioned above and secure legitimacy for the technology 

trajectory. 

2.1.4 Financial factors 

In the leapfrogging literature the financial aspect of energy technology implementation is a 

central driver of progress. The lack of capital from public and other donor sources has always 

been an issue in achieving the energy technologies implementation, leading this call to the 
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private sector. Because of the high risk associated with small scale projects, in rural areas were 

income levels and expected return on investment are low and also due to the lack of effective 

policies, the private sector has not been willing to be part of these projects. Williams et al. 

(2015) have examined the issues holding back the private sector to invest in decentralized 

energy units and identified solutions to overcome these barriers. The barriers identified are; 

non-secure revenue streams, lack of ability to finance projects, and project risks on the long run, 

such as grid encroachment. The solutions include methods to ensure stable demand, subsidy 

schemes, risk guarantees and alternative revenue models. 

The energy units in decentralized areas are capital intensive and therefore require the 

participation of the private sector to support financially the infrastructure project. Additionally 

the private sector is needed as it owns the technical skills, management capabilities and 

efficiency that public sector typically lacks. However the private sector has not been so 

responsive in getting involved in these projects. Finance could be a significant barrier as the 

risks are high and the return on investment unknown, since the units have an insecure revenue 

stream as they address poor populations with limited means to pay for the bills, or they depend 

on the revenues of other activities such as farming. Furthermore the demand of electricity can 

be low, since rural population is used to serving their electricity in alternative ways, and for that 

reason the generation and distribution costs cannot be overcome. The capital intensively of 

these projects adds high risk for the investors as the sustainability of them depends on the cash 

flow.  

Another barrier as discussed previously is the policy and regulatory environment that can 

support high financial risk projects with an important impact. Electricity is often treated as a 

commodity and not a public good, where electrification had more of a commercial interest 

rather than a social one. Therefore there is a need to balance both the public and private 

interests, through subsidies that can ensure cost recovery for the investors and affordability for 

the consumers. There is also a need for the licensing and regulatory to minimize transaction 

costs and help with the development of financial and business plans and not act as milestones 
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for developers and investors. Local communities need to be involved in the project 

implementation, which can be challenging due to the cultural gap between them and the 

sponsors, though more efforts should be put so as to ensure that the project actually cater their 

needs. Finally there are some technical challenges that affect the feasibility of the micro-grids. 

The distribution network is an important part of the project success which is highly costly 

especially in dense areas. Also the gird management is challenging since energy demand varies 

and load profiles are uncertain, in these areas and therefore energy generation that minimizes 

the cost. Meeting the technical needs of the micro-grids requires training and retaining the 

workforce. It is noticeable that after the installation of the projects, that operation and 

maintenance costs are high and lead times long, due to the remoteness of the sites and the 

availability of trained workforce. It has been observed that even if time is spent in the 

development of the skills than people move out to the city center to work for a higher salary 

(Williams et al. 2015)  

Developing customized business models and policy support to assist the participation of the 

private sector should be designed. Williams et al. (2015) describe strategies and revenue models 

that can enable the private sector participation in decentralized energy unit investment. Firstly 

subsidy models are proposed to support capital or operating expenditures or finance such as 

loans and partial risk guarantees to secure investors in case of failure. Subsidy models are 

important so as to reduce the initial cost of the capital intensive technologies for the project 

implementers. The public subsidy schemes can be coupled as well with the private sector 

investment as it have been observed that full subsidization of capital costs can be a disincentive 

to fiscal discipline, as the project installation might be postponed or more projects might be 

installed then needed. This has led to an output based subsidy scheme, where subsidies are paid 

only when certain goals and milestones have been overcome in the project implementation. 

Another form is direct subsidization of tariffs, where privately owned grid based electricity can 

be supported by public subsidies so then electricity can be sold in lower rates than it is 

produced and ensure that the public has access to equal tariffs while long term revenue is 

secured for the investors. Another form of tariff subsidization is with the use of energy coupons 
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that can be redeemed whenever electricity is purchased from the energy unit. This coupons are 

offered to people that cannot afford paying the electricity bill and ensures that the ones that 

can, contribute financially more to the energy unit. Therefore the operators can still increase 

their revenue and expand their customer base. 

Another way proposed to subsidize indirectly the energy units are tax incentives for the capital 

or operational costs. These can be done by exempting or reducing the projects from, customs, 

duties and taxes typically applied in equipment procurement and importation. However these 

tax emptions can be abused by the ones receiving and therefore the Word Bank suggested that 

there should be certain specifications and quality standards. There could also be programs that 

can provide debt facilities through risk and loan guarantees. These typically offer lower interest 

rates or debt finance projects for projects that are not able to secure commercial debt. 

Preferential lending can also be offered when projects are risky but still are financially viable 

and actually have an attractive return expectation. Also governments can offer a loan guarantee 

to assist projects, where the guarantor agrees to be responsible in case of default. Access can 

also be supported through microfinance programs, where parts of the capital required to 

establish unit is shared with the customers via the payment of connection fees. 

Finally another way to ensure the participation of private investors is for the government to 

provide them with service concessions. The companies then can have the monopoly rights to 

provide electricity in the specific area but have to provide a specified level of service and 

connect the minimum customers around there. Due to the longevity of these agreements there 

is need that the tariff and subsidy process are transparent but also monitored, to ensure that 

public money are well spent and the customers’ interests are protected. It is important that 

these agreements also, include the way risk is shared, the incentive schemes and performance 

goals associated with penalties in case they are not met. Concessions can be successful in some 

areas and contribute in economies of scale but in areas that are considered to have high risk 

they might fail to attract viable bids. 
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In order to create a sustainable decentralized energy project, demand for electricity needs to be 

secured which will provide sufficient profit for the private investors, allow them to pay back the 

debt and have return on investment. This can be done by selecting locations where customers 

are more energy intensive, where the installation of such a project can be sustained and lead to 

faster economic development. The site selection can also be done with the identification of 

“anchor customers” that have high needs for electricity and are able to pay for it at an attractive 

tariff. This is actually the starting point of this study and will be later discussed in detail. The 

anchor customers can be rural industries, public industries or infrastructure systems. As in our 

case, rural industries such as agro-processing can have a substantial need for electricity, operate 

at a profit, whose activities are connected to electricity use and have good payment morality. 

However they can have challenging load profiles which can vary across time and can result in 

higher cost power supply systems. From the other side, relying exclusively on anchor customers 

can be risky, as the operation of the energy project is built around the needs of the anchor 

customer and in case the customer fails than the grid will fail as well. If the project is connected 

to the multiple anchor customers then the risk can be spread. Besides the presence of an 

anchor customer, households will account for the biggest proportion of the customers 

connected to the unit. These are low energy demand, though as they do not possess as many 

electric appliances and this might hold back the development of the electricity demand. 

Demand can be stimulated with the provision of microfinance to fund connection costs and 

appliances for the households and the enterprise sector. Assistance can be provided to the local 

community to invest in electricity in order to benefit from the productive use of it, can also 

trigger demand and affordability of the potential customers. 

 

Williams et al. (2016) agree that demand creation and stabilization, goes hand in hand with 

revenue streams and the establishment of revenue models that the operators of the energy unit 

will decide to adopt. The business model that involves the less risk for the operators is; selling 

the electricity to a third party under power purchase agreement (PPA), which can typically be a 

state subsidized utility and then sell to the end customers. Independent power providers (IPPs) 
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are private players who can sell under a PPA to an electricity trader, an electricity distributor, or 

directly to an end user. The payment received by the IPP, when a public entity is offering the 

PPA, for every unit of the energy provided, is called feed in tariff (FIT). There must be though, a 

long term certainty of the tariff to ensure that there is sufficient return on investment. The 

limited amount and size of the loads connected to the unit creates the risk that the power 

generated might not need to be utilized at all times. The IPPs will probably then require to be 

compensated to minimize the risk of the project. However for energy units that offer electricity 

directly to end customers the revenue models fit into two categories: tariffs based on energy 

consumption or the maximum consumption. The first one are always seen as fairer, as 

consumers pay for what they consume. However electricity meters need to be installed which 

increase the cost of connections, where prepaid or postpaid revenue collection systems are 

used. Energy units that run on renewable energy can have high fixed costs and therefore the 

decrease of demand can be risky. A revenue model system with a flat rate rather than fee for 

service is advisable.  

The second model can be more appropriate as consumers can budget the expenses in their 

income and also because the cost structure is spread over fixed costs. Whenever a limiting 

number of devices can be installed and in certain cases there might be penalties for those that 

have installed an unauthorized number of devices. Therefore customers have certain 

restrictions on how they use the energy and not for how long. Either way tariffs that at least 

cover the operational costs need to be introduced but are affordable and once the customer 

base expands then the fixed costs can be spread over a larger pool. Therefore for investors that 

expect a higher return on investment, they should aim for higher tariffs but also for a great 

amount of customers. A hybrid revenue model can also be advisable were customers pay a fixed 

tariff for a fixed amount of energy consumption and then in case of additional demand use an 

extra fee will be charged, therefore the fixed costs of the investors will be covered and those 

who consume less will not pay more for those who consume more. Besides the revenue stream 

applied, the collection of the fees can encounter technical and logistical challenges in remote 

areas. The fees can be collected prior to consumption and once they exceed this then they can 
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be disconnected. The participation of the community in this process has proven to be helpful, 

through cooperatives and project involving locals. Higher collection rated have been secured 

and fewer electricity theft incidents. Also flexible payment schemes can be applied for those 

that receive seasonal incomes. The idea of “anchor customers” assisting with the financial 

aspect of the energy technology will be later described as a business model by itself. 

 

Finally it is obvious that, the implementation of any project also depends on the how effective 

the institutions work. The institutions can set the rules for decision making as for whom takes 

them, who can be involved in the decision making process and who monitors the results. These 

institutions are typically represented by ministries of finance and energy, regulators, private 

sector actors such us project developers, technology providers and investors, nongovernment 

organizations. The role of the institutions is to ensure that the one responsible for the decision 

making, possess the right incentives and interests by means of accountability, transparency and 

are conflict averse. However poorly organized institutions can be a barrier to the private sector 

participation and can result in higher transaction costs. Therefore it is again highlighted how 

important is to examine the systemic approach and how the different actors interact. 

2.1.5 Energy technology and business models 

 As mentioned in the beginning the objective of this study is to examine the potential energy 

technology leapfrogging and energy access in regards to a business model. Therefore the 

innovation system that needs to be applied will not be studied by itself but in connection to a 

business model. Zerriffi (2011) reviews innovative business models that can scale up the energy 

access and have a significant impact to energy poverty levels. Both the producer and the 

consumer side are taken into consideration.  

The challenges of business model implementation are that most of the population, as in our 

case, is located in rural areas where infrastructure is not good and therefore logistics and costs 

are complex. Also the consumption patterns of the “energy poor” do not fit the existing energy 

systems, as for example power is needed by the households only certain hours in a day. The 
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population of the rural areas can be financially poor which makes it hard for them to invest in 

new technologies and services. Even if the first investment costs are overcome, when the new 

technologies start to operate they will bring additional costs, in some cases they can be 

significantly lower compared to the benefits.  

Solutions to these challenges have been given through centralized service delivery, where the 

different energy access programs have been funded by international donors, governments and 

NGOs, although the results have not always been successful or were not scaled up. Also the 

approach of subsidies has been adopted in many cases, so as to keep energy affordable, but 

have failed since they were not financially viable on the long run, technology solutions were not 

adapted to the local environment and were not implemented in connection to a business model 

that could solve the maintenance and operational issues. Furthermore the electrification 

services have been very household oriented and did not take into account the local business 

needs, neglecting their importance for business development. Since all the traditional 

approaches on expanding energy have failed, Zerriffi proposes that a switch in the ownership 

and/ or financial structure should be considered. In order to accomplish that, the business 

model has to be profitable for the producer but also affordable for the consumer and therefore 

provide separate solutions for both stakeholders. 

 From the side of the producer, enterprise finance is important so as to be able to serve the 

purposes of the whole supply chain. Access to credit facilities is important for example through 

microfinance schemes or to venture capital as the implementation of energy services can have a 

potential market willing to pay for them. Also implementing cross subsidies program, which 

combine both regimes of rural and urban areas could be a solution. Finally NGO and social 

enterprise models should be considered, where profit is not the ultimate goal but an enabler for 

the business to sustain itself so as to promote rural development. From the customer side 

numerous solutions have emerged that can help them overcome the affordability challenge. 

These could be direct finance options where the electricity provider can for example split the 

service payments into different periods or a leasing/rental option, similar to that one, where the 
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customer owns the technology and paying monthly the provider. Another solution could be the 

service model where the provider charges a regular fee for the use of the service and the 

consumer has to refill the balance of his account to gain access to the service, also known as 

pay-as you go systems. Finally customers could seek for third party financing such as donors so 

as to purchase the technologies. In that case energy micro-credit financing is suggested instead 

of general to ensure that they are used for energy purposes. 

However the customized solutions suggested above from Zerriffi do not remove the need for 

the government and NGOs to take action beyond their personal interest. As discussed above 

criteria for more effective subsidy programs need to be implemented that do not destroy the 

market but mostly enhance it. These programs can bring down costs, to help new entrants in 

the energy market and customers that cannot afford current prices. In general a total regulatory 

reform change is needed in connection to the subsidy system. In particular it should enable the 

needs in the electricity system which is highly regulated in terms of production and distribution 

networks in many places. Finally finance for customer and enterprise solutions should be 

facilitated by the governments and donors, through special programs. 

Chaurey (2012) describes some additional challenges of electrification programs, such us how 

technology has been managed, elaborates further on community ownership, capacity building 

and training, institutional ownership and convergence with livelihood and other rural 

development programs. Then the role of partnerships and business models is discussed in 

accordance to the above, to enhance the energy access, specifically he proposes new forms of 

public and private sector partnerships for the bottom of the pyramid population.  

Concerning the technology management, despite the training, the installations did not work due 

to poor site selection, installation or certain specifications and in some cases the suitability of 

the technology, in the countries implemented, was questionable. In some cases, as the 

prerequisites of leapfrogging suggest, there has been lack of community involvement in the 

whole process. Even if population did from the first stages there might have been a lack of 

capacity building and training so as to absorb the technology. Chaurey also mentions the lack of 
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proper institutional mechanisms which were mainly focused on the supply side of energy 

without taking into consideration the demand side, which is often the case in rural areas. Finally 

the connection of energy to other services was neglected, such us; water pumping, lighting, 

cooking, heating, education. Therefore energy access needs to be connected to other rural 

development programs and offer customized solutions to serve the needs of the locals. 

In order to give solutions to the above challenges Chaurey (2012) introduces the importance 

and role of partnerships in promoting energy access. Specifically he introduces the term “public-

private partnership” which represents the relationship dynamics between those two, in terms 

of infrastructure and technologies. The proposition is to make governments and other 

institutions of it to collaborate with other bodies outside the public sector, where tasks and 

responsibilities are allocated in an optimal way. The private partners could be local or 

international business with technical or financial knowledge, or local organizations, which 

represent the stakeholders being affected by the project implementation. They could also offer 

consulting services in: finance, management, operations, evaluation, and others. The 

government’s role in this relationship could be; offering capital for investment, coming from 

taxes or transferring assets. 

The term “pro-poor-public-private partnership (5P)” is also introduced where “poor people” are 

considered as business partners and are not there only there to receive funds. Every group has 

to play a different role: companies can meet the CSR obligations, energy companies can deliver 

their services and society can expand access to basic services, where the motivation for profit is 

combined with social impact in the communities. There could be different forms of this such as 

providing services without cost recoveries or other service providers might require it. This 5P 

model is proposed to give access, implement, operate and sustain energy programs, although as 

Zerriffi (2011) mentioned there is need for these to be supported financially.  

However a customized business model should also be supported by a legal framework. Barnes 

et al (2012) explain that a lack of inadequate policies causes inequitable economic growth and 

then access to electricity, as discussed earlier in the policy section. Affordable and sustainable 
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access to electricity, worldwide, depends on the income evolution, if this is not achieved; even 

the most ambitious energy goals are destined to fail. At this point, policies need to intervene 

and work with economic development, so as to help with poverty reduction and fair income 

distribution. Policies also need to support the local participation on the energy system 

development and operation as they can ensure the prosperity of the technology. Moreover 

appropriate support and long-term commitment from the government is needed to make the 

energy system progress. 

2.1.6 ABC Business Model 

As mentioned in the finance aspect earlier, for an energy technology to be successfully 

implemented demand for electricity, needs to be secured so as to make the project profitable 

for the investor. This can be achieved by selecting locations where customers are more energy 

intensive, where the installation of such a project can be sustained and lead to faster economic 

development through the identification of the “anchor customers”. This business model is called 

the Anchor-Business-Community model as described by Givens et al (2016), where energy 

service companies divide the customers into three main categories. The first ones are the 

anchor customers that have a continuous demand for energy, the second ones are the business 

customers that need energy for productive uses but not a regular level and the third ones are 

the community customers that need energy for their households and typically are the ones that 

cannot always afford it. In this business model, energy companies can leverage the continuous 

demand of the anchor customer and have a profitable revenue stream and afterwards provide 

stable electricity to the other customer categories. The purpose of this customer division is so 

that it can allow energy service companies to leverage the customers with larger and more 

stable energy demand needs so as to reduce the risk of providing electricity to customers who 

have unstable and unreliable demand. If then the energy service company can secure revenue 

that covers the operational costs, the company-anchor customer can grow and therefore 

develop jobs in rural communities, assisting with economic development and therefore 

reducing poverty. 
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This business model can be commercially sustainable for the private sector, reduce the risk of 

power suppliers and provide affordable and clean energy solutions for customers. In order to 

incentivize all actors to participate in this model, the public sector needs to step in and reduce 

the transaction costs by assisting in spatial analysis and planning and identify the communities 

that would be interested in an ABC model and create the forums where the potential 

stakeholders could engage. Also it could help with reducing the costs through direct subsidies to 

the energy service providers or the community customers or design the cross subsidy scheme 

where some customers pay higher costs to subsidize lower ones for others.  

To better describe the business model, anchor customers represent the predictable and 

continuous demand for power. They reduce the risk of the private energy developer of the off 

grid system by making sure that their demand is stable and therefore the revenue stream for 

the energy provider. The business customers are local, commercial establishments where the 

power is critical for their activities and income but continuous power is not needed as for the 

anchor customer. An example could be hair saloons or local bars that would decide to be 

installed in the area after the anchor customer. Then community customers are the households 

that require electricity for their everyday uses, like lighting, cooking etc. The major issue for 

these customers is the affordability of the energy fee, which creates a risk for the energy service 

providers because their energy demand is inconsistent and uncertain. However what all three 

customers have in common that they need electricity, one way or another. The role of the 

energy company is to serve these needs, while earning their revenues from the anchor 

customers and at the same time providing energy to the rural households. In the moment, the 

way it is done in most cases, is that the anchor customer is responsible for the electricity 

generation for its own and then the energy company has the option to connect the local 

community to electricity and take the financial risk. 

The ABC model has attracted the attention as it is believed that it can initiate the economic 

development in a productive mean and therefore decrease the costs and increase the 

affordability of the service. Also it is promising for the commercial viability of the private sector 
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providing the energy, there is risk reduction for them and therefore can create energy demand 

and predicted revenue. Finally there are lower costs and cleaner energy options for customers, 

therefore the economics of the rural electrification projects are slightly changed. However this 

model has not been tested frequently and the viability of it can still be in question whether, it is 

more economical for the anchor customer to electrify itself and whether the energy company 

can do it separately or electrify both with shared costs and infrastructure. The feasibility of the 

ABC model can be examined in terms of system design, environmental impacts and 

infrastructure. Also economic feasibility studies that take into account long term and short term 

risks and all the finance barriers. The regulatory frameworks should also be examined which 

include policies and regulations and the social factors such as the community motivation, needs 

and involvement in the project implementation.  

The findings of Givens (2016) were that; there is quite some complexity when it comes to the 

implementation of this model. He examined that there is a need for the public sector to be 

involved in the implementation and it is not just private sector led. With the ABC model it also 

sure that enough energy is created but planning has to take place to ensure that the energy 

demands of the anchor customers are enough to cover the community needs. The energy 

provided can also be low cost but for some of the entities it might entitle more costs and also 

the clean energy solutions are better accepted in this model.  

2.2 THEORITICAL SYNTHESIS 

At this point I selected and synthesized the main theories from my literature review which 

drove my research and provided me with support for the rest of the thesis project. Since there 

has not been significant literature on how leapfrogging energy technologies can be paired with a 

business model, I combined theories from both topics that were relevant for my research. In 

order to elaborate on my business model I looked upon the factors and actors that influence it 

therefore taking a more systemic approach. I realized that all these theories have elements in 

common and that is the reason I decided to synthesize them. I displayed this synthesis into a 
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matrix (Figure 1, Theoretical Synthesis Matrix) so as to guide me through my research and help 

the reader navigate throughout my report.  

To begin with, I started with presenting the meaning and the three different types of 

leapfrogging energy technologies (Watson et. al, 2011). In the case of rural areas of Zambia 

energy development can happen by the adoption of clean and environmental friendly 

technologies by skipping the path the developed countries followed to serve their energy needs 

(Goldemberg, 1998). The type of leapfrogging that is applicable to our case is the 

implementation of technologies that have never been deployed before and without the rural 

areas of Zambia actually being involved in their design (Davidson et al., 2000). I am mostly 

interested in the leapfrogging of energy technologies as a service rather than as a product, thus 

describe the actors and factors involved. I seek to overcome the assumptions that once the 

technology is there, will help the area to leap into an environmental friendly solution (Perkins, 

2003). I will consider the rural areas’ characteristics, the collaboration with locals who can 

better reach and engage local customers and the availability of knowledge and the skills and 

expertise that can promote this process. As addressed in the literature (Nygaard, 2016) a clear 

vision is needed and shorterm and accurate goals, thus I will begin with elaborating on the first 

step of the project and afterwards envision the future of the expansion of the energy 

technology. Since finance plays a crucial role in the success of leapfrogging (Perkins, 2013), I 

have prepared simple calculations on that direction. The support of the government (Murphy, 

2001) is essential on the formulation of policies and with promoting a particular technology, 

though due to reach difficulty I did not elaborate further on its role and its involvement was not 

highly mentioned in my interviews. Also in literature the cooperation of different actors is 

needed so as to better promote and achieve the implementation of energy technologies, 

(Perkins,2013), which moves towards a systemic approach that I will be examining in my 

research. As the successful example of energy technology leapfrogging in Morocco, which I 

described in the literature review, has showed a participatory approach was beneficial, where 

the local community and private sector have been cooperating closely (Nygaard, 2016). In that 

direction also a better connection to the local culture can be achieved, as emphasized in the 
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literature, therefore the needs and the role of the various people in the society will be on the 

spotlight, Khandelwal (2017). 

This is when I decided to elaborate further on the connection of the energy technologies 

leapfrogging and how this innovation could be promoted via a systemic approach with the 

different actors. In the literature innovation is introduced with a “chain linked model” over the 

traditional more linear ones Gallagher (2012). This approach stresses that innovation is a 

collective effort consisting of various actors and all the processes are influenced by their 

institutional settings and structures. The actors are operating under uncertainty and the goal is 

to reduce it that via shared efforts and knowledge. As it will become apparent to my research 

the role of the actors will change according to the innovation system and the lifecycle phase. 

NGOs, as in our case, can assist with the market knowledge and expertise and a private 

company can offer its expertise in product development and buying power (Dahan 2010). It will 

be observed that NGOs are capable of organizing training sessions, are aware of the distribution 

network and the firms that will be involved in the implementation of the technology are familiar 

with the processes. While the NGOs can become more knowledgeable in the implementation of 

innovative technologies by working in close collaboration with the firms, the last ones can gain 

the trust of the people living in rural areas. In general; entrepreneurial activities, guidance of 

research, market formation, resources mobilization and creation of legitimacy is needed, for the 

innovation or the energy technology in our case, to be implemented (Hekkert , 2007). Thus new 

knowledge can be created, the performance of the project can be monitored, the existing 

technology can be updated easier and overall different opinions can be exchanged through the 

participation of different actors. Furthermore the human, financial capital and the existing 

political regimes need to mobilized and as mentioned earlier, more emphasis will be put on the 

first two factors. 

In order to differentiate my research from what it has been discussed so far, I added the 

creation of the business model that can support the energy technology innovation and thus the 

leapfrogging of energy technologies and energy access. As it was mentioned in literature 
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(Zerriffi, 2011) and will be observed in my research, the fact that the project takes place in a 

rural area adds lots of logistic and financial challenges and the energy consumption patterns of 

the people differ and is hard to estimate, but they might also not be able to afford a connection 

to the innovative service. Financial support can be requested by international donors, NGOs, 

governments which is also recommended here, however I will not elaborate on the fundraising 

process but rather give recommendations on how to set the business model so as to make it 

meaningful and profitable for the actors involved. Besides the financial factor the way the 

technology is managed, in terms of community ownership, capacity building and training, 

institutional ownership plays an important role in the energy technology implementation 

(Chaurey, 2012). For instance the availability of workforce and the capacity building designed 

for it, will be examined here. Furthermore as mentioned above, for the business models to be 

implemented there is a need for partnerships to be created between the public sector and its 

institutions and the private sector with technical and financial challenges or other local 

organizations. A specific business model that I reviewed in my literature research and will use in 

my analysis slightly enhanced, is the Anchor-Business-Community (ABC) business model (Givens 

et al, 2016), where the community is dived in different categories to address the energy 

technology implementation. The actor who initiates this model is the anchor customer, through 

its operation has stable energy needs therefore it can leverage the uncertainty of other entities 

have, such us other businesses or the community overall. The anchor customer is financially 

healthy and can cover the costs of the energy technology provider, by paying monthly the 

energy fee, thus the last one can be more flexible with its business and community customers. 

However depending on the implementation of the energy technology in a sole actor it can be 

risky and various actors need to engage so as to reduce its complexity, such as the public and 

private sector as mentioned several times.  

As it is mentioned above the finance aspect, in terms of a monthly fee, will be covered by the 

anchor customer itself, although this might not be possible all the times thus alternative 

financial schemes have to be considered, as presented in the literature, in connection to the 

financial support coming from the anchor customer. Subsidy models could be applied to support 
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capital or operating expenditures or schemes, such as loans that can secure the anchor 

customer-investor of failure (Williams et. al., 2015). These schemes could also be paid once 

certain goals have been met and milestones have been overcome. Subsidization of the tariffs of 

the other businesses and communities will not be considered since the business models will 

begin only with anchor customers and additional customers will connect to the energy 

technology once they will be able to afford it. The anchor customers could also be exempted or 

benefit from reduced customs, duties and taxes that are typically applied in equipment 

procurement and importation, or loans from the government with lower interest rate. 

To conclude it can be complicated to grasp the idea as some theories might overlap and one 

may consist of the other. For instance leapfrogging is influenced by finance and policies which 

also affect its enabler, the business model, or another example is that the systemic approach 

(chain linked model) one of the main theories addressed is also encountered inside the 

description of the business model. That is reason why I undertake a combined approach to the 

theories rather than a linear one. Below I have prepared a matrix with the most important 

theories of my literature review which I will be synthesizing and the elements they have in 

common so as to proceed with my analysis. 

Figure 1: Theoretical Synthesis Matrix 
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    Partnership 
Creation 

3. METHODOLOGY  

This section will elaborate on the process and methods selected for creating new knowledge as 

part of my research. First, I will outline the research method, followed by the research design, 

which consists of the method for data collection and analysis.  

My research is based on interpretivism, where it perceives the access to reality as social 

constructed and multiple. The research paradigm used, was a nexus of primary data qualitative, 

in particular, which were collected in the form of semi-structures interviews and secondary data 

due to the lack of proximity to Zambia my research. My ontological standpoint adopts a non-

positivistic approach, as I cannot assume that there is only one correct version of reality and 

knowledge due to complexity of the research and the fact that it can have multiple 

interpretations. My constructive epistemological worldview better address my exploratory 

research, where there are multiple and unknown variables due to the lack of theory. Since my 

data will be predominantly qualitative I will generate meaning by using an inductive approach 

though realizing that it will bring subjectivity to the research due to my own mental schemes. 

3.1 Method 

An exploratory design has been the most appropriate to address my case, given the fact that 

there have not been many discussions about it so far. As Stebbins (2001) argues that 

exploratory research can be used when the researcher has little or no scientific knowledge 

about the situation examined though considers that there are elements worth examining. 

According to Yin (1994) it might seem that the method I am applying is a case study, due to the 

“how” type of research question posed, the limited control I have over the actual behavioral 

events, and my focus on contemporary events. However according to deMarrais (2004) the case 

study research involves the close examination of the topic with in depth descriptions and 

interpretations over a short relatively period of time, without the possibility of generalization 
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and by testing the specific theory (Anastas, 1999). Therefore I decided that the exploratory 

design better suits my research needs. 

Furthermore an interpretive investigation is the most appropriate method to answer my 

research question since I intend to explore the implementation of leapfrogging paired with a 

business model and restrain from traditional approaches of leapfrogging. The analysis consists 

also of methods of descriptive research, the interpretation of interviews and the information I 

extracted from secondary sources, so as to address my sub research questions. The benefit of 

these methods is that little interference is needed from my side and therefore the focus can be 

put in the factors and actors that influence my case. There was no issue of the actors revealing 

sensitive information and my questions were discussed openly, however the amount of 

information extracted for each of my topics, was not the same. The factors identified and their 

influence to the business model cannot be analyzed statistically meaning that the empirical 

representativeness of the research results is questionable until further research. Despite this 

lack, this research type leaves room for further exploration on the topic and new approaches. 

Overall the research approach will be based in inductive reasoning which I will discuss more in 

detail in my research design. 

3.2 Research Design 

The purpose of this chapter is to introduce the research design I used to answer my research 

question. I will explain further the exploratory research and go more in detail on the semi 

structured interviews, the people I conducted them with, how they were collected as well as  

how I extracted information from secondary sources. The aim of this study is to explore how the 

leapfrogging of energy technologies can be achieved, in rural areas of Zambia, in regards to a 

business model by also enabling energy access. Furthermore the reason why a qualitative 

method is chosen over a quantitative is due to the difficult access in numerical information but 

also due to the fact that different actors are involved, thus it is important to consider their 

opinions on the business model I propose. 
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Exploratory approach 

My research design adopts an exploratory approach so as to generate an understanding on how 

a business model can contribute to leapfrogging energy technology and increase energy access 

in rural areas of Zambia. This will be achieved by conducting semi-structured interviews with 

different actors that could potentially be involved in the business model. Semi structured 

interviews consist of structured questions with the open-ended exploration of an unstructured 

interview (Feel, 2014). Furthermore in order to answer some of my sub research questions I will 

make use of secondary data, extracted from articles online or reports related to Zambia and 

rural areas in particular. I decided also on this method since I could not reach some of the 

people I wished to interview even though the initial contact was established. In the case of the 

information about Zambia, its demographics and some statistics it was proven more reliable and 

objective to extract this information from a published report instead of relying in individual’s 

sayings. Of course as mentioned in the literature (Vartanian, 2010) there is some lack of control 

on how these information where formed and again the availability of information was not as 

much as expected due to the precision of my case and the non-reporting culture of Zambia. This 

would serve my exploratory approach and helped me gather systematic information that I 

needed to understand the situation in the rural areas of Zambia, the role of the different actors, 

the relationships between them but also explore the potential of the business model I propose. 

Since I do not have a sophisticated understanding on the situation in Zambia nor there is 

abundant information in the topic I am investigating, I believe it is worth discovering, thus the 

exploratory approach can serve my purpose.  

Inductive approach 

Due to the fact that there is limited literature relevant to the topic I am researching I decided on 

an exploratory inductive approach. Inductive researchers take empirical social phenomena as 

their starting point and seek through the process of research to generate broader theories 

about life (Gilbert, 2015). Thus the inductive exploratory approach can, propose new words, 

concepts, theories, and hypothesis that can allow me to analyze the new realities to which 
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those new words and concepts refer. By looking and analyzing reality from a different angle, I 

hope to unveil previously hidden facets of reality (Reiter,2013) 

Predominantly Qualitative approach 

Primarily a qualitative approach will be used to address my semi structured interviews and the 

secondary data I extracted for the different parts of my research. This will allow me to explore 

which actors and factors are involved into my topic. As noted from Vaus (2002) qualitative 

methods can provide rich data about real life people and situations and explain different 

behaviors in their wider context. However qualitative research is criticized for not being able to 

generalize the findings and rely in subjective opinions of the participants in the research and 

cannot be replicated by other researchers. Solely in my analysis on the finance factor that 

influence the business model I propose and small part in the prosperity of the business model, I 

used a quantitative approach and translated to numbers the sayings of my interviewers in 

combination with numerical information I extracted from secondary sources. 

3.2.1 Data collection 

Since I was mostly intrigued in writing about leapfrogging on energy technologies due to my 

personal interest in clean and energy efficient technologies, I decided to contact several 

institutions that work with projects, in developing countries. Since access to information in the 

developing world can be challenging I thought that it would be best to collaborate with a more 

experienced organization to assist me with my research. After some time I received a positive 

answer from Renetech AB, located in Stockholm in Sweden and then I started discussing with 

them more in depth on how to approach my case and collect the information needed. 

Renetech AB, develops projects, involving renewable sources, including waste and biomass 

management, hydropower, solar and geothermal energy conversion in collaboration with 

technology providers, contractors, equity partners and local stakeholders. Since its formation in 

2005, it has been engaged in project development, research and consultancy projects in large 
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and smaller scale projects, mostly in the EU and East Africa (Renetech website). From Renetech I 

was initially in contact with Mr. Tom Walsh and Dr. David Bauner who constitute the 

management and are principal owners of Renetech. Tom and David then brought me in contact 

with one of their external partners, Pär Oscarsson. Pär is originally from Sweden, has been living 

almost 20 years in Tanzania and 5 years in Zambia and have been working in energy projects 

and the expansion of the use of bioenergy in Africa, with his company called “African 

Opportunities”. For that reason he has been collaborating and discussing with the Swedish 

Bioenergy Association (SVEBIO), an environmental organization in Sweden for companies and 

individuals promoting the use of bioenergy. Currently he is working on a proposal on microgrids 

that combine heat and power and have been discussing the milk collection center as the anchor 

customer to make them a reality. On a later part of the methodology I will describe the 

microgrid, the energy technology they will be powered from, and the definition of the anchor 

customer. 

Since Pär’s work was directly connected to what I wanted to investigate in my thesis project, I 

decided to collaborate mainly with him. For the purpose of my thesis I moved to Stockholm for 

three months and I was working from the offices of SVEBIO, as mentioned above, where also 

Renetech AB is hosted. The challenge was to conduct my thesis with the researcher’s point of 

view but also investigate practical issues that could assist Pär with his future plans for actually 

implementing the project. At the beginning I was mostly focused on the technical approach of 

leapfrogging and the energy technology of the microgrid but as I proceeded with the literature 

review I realized that the most interesting challenge of spreading leapfrogging is not the 

technical part of the technology but how it can be introduced, absorbed and sustained in the 

developing world. This is when the idea of pairing leapfrogging with a business model and 

investigating the factors and actors involved. 

Specifically my research question as mentioned earlier is; How can the design of a business 

model contribute to energy technology leapfrogging and increase energy access in rural areas of 

Zambia? My sub questions are;  
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 What is the current status of energy access in rural areas of Zambia and which actors are 

involved?  

 What type of business model is applicable in the case of rural areas in Zambia? Which 

factors influence the business model and which actors need to be involved so as to 

promote the leapfrogging of the energy technology? Which factors cannot be addressed 

as part of this study? 

  Is there potential for the business model that promotes energy technology leapfrogging 

and energy access to be sustained in the future and how it could affect the society and 

the economy? 

To address my questions I developed a theoretical synthesis inspired from my literature review, 

since there is no specific theory addressing my research question. This synthesis guided in my 

research, analysis and discussion. To begin with my first sub research question I read several 

reports, articles and presentations about the current situation in Zambia and its current energy 

access, where I extracted my secondary data from. Especially I focused on the “Rural 

Electrification Master Plan”, this extended report helped me understand the current levels of 

energy access of in rural areas of Zambia and realized that there are multiple stakeholders and 

aspects that influence the technology implementation. I also combined this part with 

information I extracted with the interview I conducted with Pär, who lived and has been 

travelling to Zambia for years so as to gain a more critical view on the situation.  

To answer the following subquestions I described and structured the anchor customer business 

model both for the MCC and IPP according to the business canvas of Osterwalder with useful 

input from my partner Pär. There I explored the role of finance, technical capabilities and actors 

that need to be involved to run the IPP and MCC. Specifically for the finance plan, I used a 

combination of primary and secondary sources. To identify some of the costs I used secondary 

information from National Renewable Energy Laboratory source and for the revenues and the 

assumptions, I discussed with Pär as he is more experienced in the current situation in Zambia. 

For the existing technical capabilities and institutions that need to involved, I extracted my input 
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from interviews with the key actors of the anchor customer business model, Pär brought me in 

contact. For every interview I prepared a document with a brief introduction on my project and 

a customized questionnaire for the things I was seeking answers. For every interview the 

response to my questionnaire came in a different way. As mentioned earlier the interviews 

where semi structures so there was room for discussion for elements I was not aware of, when I 

conducted the interview format. 

 My first input came from Mr.Bartholomew Mbao, the Dairy Processing Manager of Zambeef 

and whom Pär interviewed in person, according to the format I have prepared, when he 

travelled to Zambia in May, so as to engage with some of the stakeholders of case. Mr. 

Batholomew was interviewed for the current situation of the milk industry in Zambia, the case 

of the MCC and how they could contribute directly in its implementation. Then I interviewed Pär 

about his work on IPPs and how they could be spread by the anchor customer business model. 

Furthermore I was interested on his viewpoint in the current situation and his ideas about the 

future of the business model and Zambia as an external observer. He also provided me with 

some information about prices which I used later for my finance plan. Then my third 

questionnaire was send to Musika, to Charles Musonda, Operations Manager for Output & 

Environmental Markets, as he was not available to talk over the phone he send back to me the 

questionnaire I have prepared with his answers. Although his input was brief it was very 

important for me to form some understanding about my second objective. My fourth interview 

has with Jeremiah Kasalo, the Excecutive Manager of the Dairy Association in Zambia (DAZ) and 

with whom we talked over the phone about the potential of the MCC in particular, the role of 

the farmers’ association, the IPP, and also referred me to some of the reports he has prepared 

with his team. Unfortunately I did not have the chance to conduct an interview with a woman 

since typically the top management of all the organizations in Zambia, in general, is consisted of 

men. It also becomes apparent that most of the input I had, concerned the MCC and the role of 

the IPP was not discussed to such extent as it is common that the energy technology comes 

from abroad and it is a responsibility of the “Westerners”. All the interviews are transcribed and 
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one of them is available in an audio form, the contact details of my interviewees are also 

available if requested.   

In order to answer my last sub question and the potential for the business model that promotes 

energy technology leapfrogging and energy access to be sustained in rural areas of Zambia I 

assumed that it highly depends on the prosperity of its anchor customer. Thus I asked relevant 

questions to my interviewees and prepared a matrix with the prediction on how the industry of 

the anchor customer will evolve. Also in order to, further answer that and the impact of the 

business model I propose in the society I extracted additional information from secondary 

sources, such as articles from Zambian sources. It was interesting for me to further research on 

that, as the ultimate purpose of leapfrogging, as mentioned in my literature review, is the 

socioeconomic development of the society in question. 

3.2.2 Defining the unit of analysis 

In order to investigate the implementation of energy technology leapfrogging in rural areas of 

Zambia, paired with a business model, I came with the anchor customer business model. I 

gained my inspiration from my discussions with Pär, who is also interested in implementing it in 

the future. I will briefly introduce the model, the actors involved and their background and how 

I decided to approach it. I would like to mention that the actors below are the ones identified in 

the first place and after my interviews I mention some additional ones.  

Primary actors 

As mentioned briefly earlier the research is based on the anchor customer business model idea. 

The anchor customer is an entity, which can help with the implementation of an energy 

technology and the the expansion of energy, deriving from an independent power provider, in 

an indirect way. This technology would potentially do the energy leap for the rural areas in 

Zambia. A milk collection center (MCC) will be the “anchor customer” as in Zambia milk and 

meat is produced and sold by a strong and healthy business named Zambeef. Zambeef has an 
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interest in investing in milk collection centers all over rural areas of Zambia, due to the increase 

in demand for milk and the potential for doubling the sourcing of milk due to the inefficiency of 

the current milking collection system. That is the reason why the milk collection center was 

chosen as the main anchor customer, though there will be another smaller one, a mobile tower 

which can enable the telecommunications in the areas but I will not elaborate on its operation 

further, except from a small part in the financial factor analysis. The anchor customer will cover 

its energy needs and depend on an independent power provider (IPP) for it. The IPP will be a 

microgrid consisted of a combined heat and power unit. I will now present the definition of 

microgrids and this particular energy technology of combining heat and power to give the 

reader an understanding of the technology I am considering, without elaborating on the 

technicalities.  

The microgrids are also known as decentralized or offshore units, and are considered to be cost 

effective solutions to provide electricity in communities located far away from the main grid 

infrastructure. Williams et al. (2015) claims that microgrids have multiple advantages compared 

to the traditional ones such us; improved economics, technical performance, environmental 

sustainability and regional equity. In terms of economics, there is proximity of the load to the 

generation since extending the main grid infrastructure in remote areas is not cost efficient due 

to energy losses and low demand levels. When economic development takes place and energy 

demand needs increase, these micro grids could be easily connected to the main one and feed it 

with additional electricity to make sure that there are no electricity shortfalls. This paves the 

way for the development of economies of scale, were increased electricity demand can 

minimize the production costs. From a development perspective, microgrids can produce grid 

quality power and ensure that can provide electricity for productive use such as refrigeration, 

mills and food processing, sewing , agriculture and other process that can increase economic 

development and reduce poverty on the long run.  

Furthermore microgrids have a lower environmental impact compared to the traditional 

systems as they can use local renewable energy resources like hydro, wind, solar power might 
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be suitable for advanced generation technologies such as biomass based systems and combined 

heat and power. Most of the developing countries account for a small fraction of the 

greenhouse gas emissions, due to low economic development and the implementation of these 

micro grids can offer the opportunity for energy leapfrogging as mentioned earlier. Apart from 

the environmental benefits of adopting energy from renewable resources, energy supply can be 

better secured, since many countries highly depend on diesel imports to meet their energy 

demands. Dependency on diesel and imported fossil fuels can make the local economy 

vulnerable to price shocks from the volatility of the price of oil and risks from supply chain 

disruption. On the other hand, renewable energy technologies rely primarily on resources which 

are “freely” available locally and therefore are not exposed to global prices as the primary 

energy sources. (Williams et al, 2015). 

The microgrid will be consisted of a combined heat and power unit, consisting of a biomass 

boiler and a solar thermal panel, due to its suitability for small size micro grid projects in Africa. 

The generation of both electricity and heat from a single source is called cogeneration (CHP) and 

provides distributed generation of electrical and/or mechanical power, waste heat recovery for 

heating, cooling or process applications and uninterrupted system integration for a variety of 

technologies, thermal applications and fuel types into existing building infrastructure. The CHP 

is an integrated energy system that can always be modified according to the energy needs of 

the end user and increase the efficiency of the fuel use. Due to its waste heat recovery the CHP 

system can achieve a total system efficiency of 60-80% of electricity and thermal energy 

production. For small decentralized units, the generation costs of electricity are not competitive 

and therefore combined heat and power generation is necessary for the investment to be 

profitable (U. Agency, 2007). 

Secondary Actors 

Now moving back to the business model I would like to continue with the description of the 

additional actors. First I have to mention that, the milk collection center (MCC) and the 

independent power provider (IPP) will be the main two actors and I will put most of my focus, 
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with slightly more on the MCC as the anchor customer, the factors they are influenced from, 

their relationship, the stakeholders involved and how they can affect the rural areas. I will be 

using their abbreviation in the text that follows. Other than these two, there are several other 

important actors involved such as a local organization called Musika and the farmer’s 

association. To give some background information; Musika assists businesses to develop 

beneficial and transparent relationships with smallholders that are involved in information 

provision and technology adoption and give the smallholders the incentives to invest in their 

farming business. Then Musika provides its corporate clients with focused technical advice, 

business model support and smart subsidies that can reduce the risk of the business with the 

smallholder market. Finally it supports innovative solutions with an environmental impact and 

ensures that women participate in agricultural markets. (“About us”, Musika website).  

The farmer’s associations as will be described later from my interview input, are independent 

corporations that aim to gather the farmers in different areas and promote their activities. All of 

them pay a membership in the Dairy Association of Zambia (DAZ), whom I had the chance to 

interview. DAZ is an association that its mission is to develop the dairy industry through 

advocacy, empowerment, and partnerships and transform it to a sustainable industry 

contribution to the socio economic progress of the country. The association’s principal objective 

is to promote and protect the interest of members in their capacity as dairy farmers, dairy 

processors, purveyors and others involved in the business of dairy industry: and to help develop 

the Zambian dairy industry for both domestic and export demand. Its core functions are; 

lobbying and advocacy, information dissemination and communication, Facilitating and creating 

linkages-partnerships that address the needs of members, regulating the conduct of industry 

players with respect to the development of the industry, encouraging compliance of minimum 

standards within the industry and lastly improving consumer awareness of the benefits of dairy 

products. (DAZ strategic plan 2017-2021 word document). Finally there is the business village 

actor, which will potentially develop in the future once the economy of the specific rural area 

will flourish. This development is actually the ultimate goal of leapfrogging. Below I have 

prepared a scheme (Figure 2, Anchor Customer Business Model) of the business model and the 
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different players. The MCC and IPP are in red color as primary actor, the rest are in blue as 

secondary and the business village is in intermittent line as it represents the future scenario. In 

the analysis I will better describe the scheme and additional stakeholders involved. 

Figure 2: Anchor Customer Business Model 

 

3.3 Limitations and Delimitations 

The limitations of my thesis are; that due to proximity issues and the lack of numerical data 

availability relevant to my research, the project was based mainly on qualitative information 

originated from the sayings of the people, I interviewed, potentially involved in the anchor 

customer business model and the information I extracted from secondary sources. Field studies 

would have been more appropriate for the collection of data and then there would have been 

easier access to quantitative data as well, about predictions, costs, revenues and others. Also 

due to the different actors involved in the business model, it became more complicated where 

to put emphasis on and describe all the flows between the different actors. 

For the leapfrogging energy technology that I decided for my research, I already assumed that it 

is better than the conventional ones which are the diesel generators, in terms of the 
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environmental effects, a fact that I also confirmed from my interviews and secondary sources. 

Although they have not really been tested in the rural areas, as I learned for my interviews it is 

widely acceptable that they are better for the environment and more cost efficient, they need 

to better be promoted more though. Furthermore since my purpose was not to go to deep into 

the technicalities of the technologies I did not prepare a benchmark analysis between these. 

Finally although I asked in my interviews about their expectations on economic development, 

there is no clear understanding on how the economy will evolve and is based on observations 

from similar cases and optimistic predictions on how the future will look like. For that reason 

longterm observations are needed together with documentation so as to make an accurate 

conclusion. 

4. ANALYSIS  

This part I will present the findings categorized in topics, following the order of research sub 

questions and the theoretical synthesis. For every different topic the section combines the 

information extracted from secondary and primary sources as explained in the methodology 

part. 

4.1 Zambia Background  

To answer my first subresearch question I would like to discuss some background information 

about Zambia and its energy access according to an official rural area electrification master plan 

for 2008-2030, that was published from the government of the republic of Zambia together with 

technical assistance and funding of the Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA). The 

government of Zambia acknowledges the fact that access to electricity in rural areas is key for 

the reduction of poverty and the economic development. Even though a Rural Electrification 

Fund (REF) was created and the government claims that the electrification rate is around 22%, it 

is only 3% in rural areas. Therefore a masterplan for the electrification of rural areas has been 

created that will increase access until 2030. This will be achieved through the extension of the 
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national grid, construction of mini hydro power stations in places with the adequate capacity 

and installation of home solar systems. 

4.1.1 General Profile 

According to the rural area electrification master plan for 2008-2030 (JICA et al. 2009), Zambia 

used to be a colony of the United Kingdom, with an area of 752,614 square meters and is 

sharing borders with other African countries; Congo and Tanzania to the north, Malawi and 

Mozambique to the east, Zimbabwe and Botswana to the south, Namibia to the south-west and 

Angola to the west. The capital city is Lusaka where the local and central authorities are located, 

then it is broken down in nine provinces where the highest level of local administration is 

located and then these are split further into 72 districts and these are also broken down in 

wards with the least local administration. Population has been increasing from 5.7 million in 

1980 to 9.8 million in 2000. According to the population projections the 34.6% of the population 

is estimated to leave in urban areas, while the remaining 65.4% will reside in the rural areas. 

Specifically the population of rural areas is expected to grow more rapidly from 7.5 million in 

2005 to 14.4 million in 2025, due to the higher fertility rate which is the main drive of 

population growth (JICA et al. 2009) 

 In rural areas the poverty level has dropped from 88% in 1991 to 78% in 2004 with the situation 

worsening in the urban areas from 49% to 53%, this could be due to the fact that people, who 

were very poor to earn the minimum requirement to sustain themselves, immigrated to the 

peri-urban area. Education is highly correlated to the poverty rates where households headed 

by a person without any educational background is 81% among which 70% is sorted in the 

extremely poor category but on the other hand, households headed by a person with education 

background it is 30% of which 16% is in the extremely poor category (JICA el. al) 
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4.1.2 Energy Access 

According to the report (JICA et al, 2009) in the colonial period, the electrification has been 

extended to rural areas where European farmers have been operating, however after the 

independence of Zambia more focus has been given to the administrative centers and nearly all 

have been electrified with the extension of the national grid or the installation of the 

microgrids. That way the electrification of rural areas has been neglected due to high capital 

costs and due to the fact that the population of Zambia is spread over different villages and the 

connection to the main distribution lines can be highly costly, even though the government has 

been funding these projects it proved that the funds were not sufficient.   

A levy of 34% on electricity consumption was introduced by the Ministry of Energy and Water 

Development to gather funds for the electrification of rural areas. Back in the 1995 certain 

criteria have been introduced according to economic, regional and social aspects and secondary 

which included technical aspects, willingness of recipients to contribute to the capital cost and 

the cost of internal wiring. Despite the efforts for gathering funds and the project selection 

criteria rural electrification has not been successful as it was expected. For that reason the 

government decided to establish an independent administrator for monitoring the funds, the 

projects and fulfill the electrification vision of Zambia, named Rural Electrification Authority 

(REA). 

I would like now to map the players involved in the power sector, responsible for the energy 

administration as mentioned in the rural electrification masterplan report (Jica et al, 2009). This 

is the Ministry of Energy and Water Development and the Rural Electrification Authority (REA) 

established by the government as mentioned earlier. Then the organization chart of REA is split 

to the Energy Regulation Board: responsible for regulations and licensing. Then it is ZESCO, the 

vertically integrated power utility involved in generation, transmission and distribution that sells 

half of the electricity in Copperbelt Energy Corporation (CEC) and the remaining to its customers 

and is also a member of the organizational chart. CEC is a private power utility that owns and 

controls small gas power plants, transmission lines and distribution facilities in Cooperbelt and 
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its customers are mostly coming from the mining and large industries. Finally it’s the Lunsemfwa 

Hydropower Company Plc which is an independent power provider that owns hydropower 

stations.  

In rural areas where the ZESCO’s national grid is non existing there are smaller IPPs or NGOs 

that run small hydro or diesel power plants and in eastern Africa there are ESCOs leasing home 

solar systems, established from international donor agencies. The rural electrification fund 

scheme in Zambia is supported by a levy implanted from the government, where ZESCO’s 

customers are obliged to pay 5% duty on their total electricity bill. As mentioned earlier, this 

levy has not been so successful and is expected that REA will be able to attract loans, grants and 

donations from international cooperating partners to increase the amount of REF. Off grid 

power generation is crucial to supply electricity to areas that are remote from the national grid 

and can be done through microgrids, powered by diesel or hydropower plants. In areas where 

the isolated grids are not viable, a solar home system (SHS) can be installed. The Zambia 

government acknowledges the importance of renewable energy sources, such us biomass and 

geothermal, however the 80% of electricity is coming from woodfire and charcoal (JICA et al., 

2009) 

As the electrification master plan report mentions (JICA et. al, 2009), the rural villages in Zambia 

are typically located along the roads and rivers and they consist of houses and in most cases do 

not include core facilities such as schools, clinics, churches and markets. Relatives tend to live 

together which reflects the culture of Zambia. These rural villages can be located around a Rural 

Growth Centre (RGC) where different economic activities take place and services are provided 

to residents. Residents go there to sell their products and purchase the things that they need for 

their daily necessities and also have access to public services. In unelectrified RGCs there can be 

a demand for activities that require electricity such as refrigeration in grocery shops and the 

addition of electricity hammer mills. So far paraffin is utilized as fuel for refrigerators and 

electricity can shift them to electric refrigerators. Furthermore clinics and dairy farmers will also 

be benefited, since storing their products in these unstable situations is not practical. Also in 
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other cases, in the unelectrified RGCs, the small businesses are driven by owned diesel 

generators of approximately 15kW capacity and the owners charge them 800 to 3,000 zambian 

kwacha as fee for grinding a bucket of maize. If electricity is supplied, or the grid is extended, 

though the small businesses can expand their operation. 

The electrification rate of the households is also very low. From the 61% of population that live 

in the rural areas, only the 3.1% has access to electricity. In rural areas, kerosene/paraffin is the 

most important source of lighting energy with 62.3% of households and diesel is the secondary 

most used, as fossil fuel is expensive. It is also a fact that if electricity becomes available in the 

rural areas the households will not be able to pay for it. Zambian government sets a high 

priority in electrifying RGCs, business entities located there have sufficient income and can 

actually afford connection to electricity, which can benefit the local economy. The government 

agreed to proceed with this plan by setting transparency and electrification targets, providing 

equal framework for the electrification of the whole country and follow national policies for 

decentralized planning. 

The Rural Electrification Master Plan in Zambia that is supposed to be completed by 2030 and is 

developed in a logical, objective and quantitative way, that will also adopt decentralized 

planning and be coupled with a realistic financial plan. This study also combined both technical 

and social aspects and the development process was subject of discussion with international 

partners, such as the Japanese Bank for International Cooperation (JBIC), African Development 

Bank (AfDB), Development Bank for Southern Africa (DBSA) and World Bank (WB). These 

partners have raised their interest in funding the rural electrification projects and actually the 

JBIC has considered providing Yen-Loan together with the World Bank. 

The expansion of the national grid, as mentioned earlier, is difficult in Zambia due to the low 

population density and the fact that it is costly. Off-grid diesel electric power generators are also 

expensive because the fuel is imported from abroad, therefore the use of renewable energy 

projects are promoted and expected to expand in the future. Currently, the projects regarding 

solar power are quite minor and have only recently begun; the majority of these, are funded by 
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the Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency (SIDA) and have been operating by 

private energy service companies (ESCOs). The service companies have been responsible for 

leasing the solar home systems (SHS) but maintain the equipment and collect the electricity 

tariff.  

The challenges that have been withholding the implementation of solar power generation 

projects is lack of knowledge regarding this technology, high equipment and operation costs 

versus the inability of households to pay the fee, the inadequate promotion of solar energy as 

an alternative, the lack of customer’s understanding to pay the electricity tariff resulting in low 

tariff collection in general, the lack of understanding on how to use the equipment properly 

causing frequent breakdowns, shortage of technical experts and lack of organizations assisting 

with the training and finally lack of equipment and material supplies for maintenance. It is 

important that the above challenges are addressed in order to help with further installation of 

SHS systems. 

For that biomass energy projects there are issues that have to be resolved, such as: the need to 

get support from government and donors to subsidize the private sector and cover the high 

investment costs, the need for improvement of technical capabilities, the development of 

organization management for sustainable enterprises and promoting the establishment of the 

market for equipment and materials. In remote areas most houses use firewood and charcoal 

for cooking and heating and it has been predicted that the consumption will increase, together 

with the population which raises the environmental concerns, as the cutting of timber exceeds 

the reforestation. Therefore the government has turned to the utilization of biofuels classified 

into bio-ethanol and bio-diesel. The residue of major crops produced from sugarcane and maize 

are quite large and can be procured and used for biomass generation. Many methods for the 

biomass utilization have been discussed and planned but no actual project has taken place or 

technical standards have been developed, the time the report has been conducted. 

However in order to gain an “insider’s” look on the situation in Zambia I was intrigued to ask Pär 

Oscarsson, my main thesis partner, so as to discuss his viewpoint as a “foreigner” , about 
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Zambia and the electrification rate. First I asked Pär what where his thoughts about the levels of 

electrification in the rural areas all over Zambia, as the percentage is very low compared to the 

urban areas. According to his sayings and his observations in Zambia’s evolution over the years, 

he agrees that the economic development is mainly focused in urban areas and in rural areas 

there have been only certain places having access to electricity but rather than that there has 

not been possible to support business development purposes such us for example cooling milk. 

Even the case of mobile phones where electricity has been brought with a mobile tower as an 

anchor customer, it did not boost significantly the business development of the area. Also he 

claims that the government’s efforts to meet their ambitious goals for 2030 are not moving the 

correct way and that the Rural Electrification Authority (REA) that has been consisted for that 

purpose is malfunctioning. 

According to Pär the main reasons these processes have been slow and non-successful is 

because they have put lots of attention in the implementation of solar photovoltaics energy 

units and have been very optimistic about their expansion. They have progressed with the 

batteries purchase and the training of the locals in rural area, however the fund allocation 

system was not as transparent as it should have been and in general people were refusing to 

take responsibility to move further with the project implementation. For that reason SIDA has 

stopped funding the continuation of the projects as the money has gone to the households of 

the chiefs, also named as headman, who I will introduce later. Also there have been numerous 

technical mistakes on the design phase, REA faced milestones and did not have the knowledge 

to move forward. Currently if there are any suggestions on solar PV development, they refuse 

and as Pär says without the proper ownership the system collapses, it is a problem that 

everyone is aware of but no one is really interested to fix. However SIDA has agreed lately to 

fund some electricity projects, though the electricity provided is just for charging phones and 

other basic needs and not enough for the operation of businesses. Lighting is key for 

educational purposes, so children can do their home but electrification is also needed to 

support the creation of businesses. Electrification was made as a social demand rather than a 

matter for economic development. 
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I was then curious to know whether some electrification attempts failed because they were 

dependent on diesel generators, which are more expensive, or if the business model was not 

strong enough and did not receive adequate support from the locals. Pär told me that almost all 

business have their own diesel generator to power irrigation and other purposes, though they 

proved to be costly, as they were dependent on the diesel prices coming from abroad, but it 

was somehow easier to go for this solution. In order to have energy from a renewable source, it 

has to be quite powerful and produce more KW and this is where PV is weak and that is why lots 

of people have turned to gasification. Farmers and other business are also interested and 

looking for alternative technologies, where economies of scale can bring down the costs. 

Everyone was expecting that the cost of the solar panels will decrease, however these projects 

did not go so far.  

The combined heat and microgrid is a promising technology with great potential for economies 

of scale, Pär parallels it to the opposite of the air-condition in terms of its functionality. Its cost 

also will come down once they are widely spread. It would actually be a relief to rely on 

renewable energy as it is more cost efficient then diesel and it has been observed that the cost 

in the grid has been going up over the late years. In contrast the combined heat and power unit 

is reliable, has low maintenance cost and only the heater requires some service. Pär says, “as 

long as there is hot water this can work”.  

As Pär explains, politicians and ZESCO, the national electricity supplier, want to make profit but 

at the same time please everyone however they have been experiencing lack of funding and 

even though ZESCO has been engaged to discussions with the IMF, they still need to cover their 

operational costs. Discussions have been concerning Zambia and the expansion of microgrids 

and whether they can be applicable to funding programs. If the diesel fuel tariffs continue to 

increase for bigger farmers they will continue looking for alternatives. Our discussion came 

down to the fact that expansion of clean energy is connected to the electrification of the rural 

areas. The anchor customer business model, which will enable the access to energy and I will 

discuss later extensively, does not require big investments as the mining industry and investors 
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are generally more interested in smaller investments. For them funding just a 32 kw energy unit 

is a good start and probably it would be a project, easier for them to control.  

4.2 Business Model 

4.2.1 Introduction to the Anchor Customer Business Model 

As mentioned in the literature earlier, my case will be inspired by the anchor-business-

community model that Givens et al (2016) have described, with a slight shift to make it more 

applicable to my case. The overall business model will primarily consist of the Independent 

Power Provider (IPP), the anchor customer which will be the milk collection center (MCC) the 

farmer’s association and the local consulting organization, Musika, as shown it the figure 2 in 

the methodology part and other secondary actors that I will discuss later. There will also be an 

additional anchor customer, a mobile tower, on which I will not focus much, so as to reduce the 

complexity of the analysis. On a later stage, when the economic development will take place, 

the business village will also be an important actor of this model, consisting of other businesses 

and households. However the project will mainly focus on the MCC and IPP as they are the most 

challenging entities to set up and are both influenced from multiple factors and actors. 

Since the MCC requires a stable supply of electricity the owners will have to contribute in the 

financial viability of the microgrid indirectly, by paying the monthly fee. The IPP consists of a 

microgrid, a combined heat and power unit which will be powered by a combination of a 

biomass boiler and a solar heater with a capacity of 32 kw, at least in the beginning. The IPP, 

though will remain independent and in the future households or other business will be able to 

connect automatically to it, therefore it will not be bonded solely to the anchor customer. The 

additional anchor customer as mentioned in the methodology part will be a mobile tower, 

which is essential for the communications and the operations of a business, though it will only 

be part of the finance calculations and its energy needs are estimated for this case at around 2 

kw. The role of the farmers’ association is to promote the milk collection centers operation and 

involve local farmers. They can disccuss and incentivize farmers to increase their milk 
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production, since the infrastructure will allow them to increase their income. Especially they 

could encourage and organize the smaller ones and help them grow. Then there will be the local 

consulting organization, which is called Musika, an important actor in Zambia and rural areas 

whp can help with the technology implementation, the terms of contracts between the 

different entities and the financial arrangements.  

Overall, through the anchor customer business model and due to its stable energy demand, a 

profitable revenue stream can be provided to the IPP, stable electricity to the customers that 

will be added to the future business center and reduce the risk of their unstable and unreliable 

demand. As Givens describes if the energy service company and in our case the IPP can secure 

revenue that covers the operational costs, the business model can be scaled and grow and 

therefore develop jobs in rural communities, assisting with economic development and 

therefore reducing poverty. 

As mentioned in the methodology part, Pär, is working with his company, African Opportunities, 

together with Zambian organizations on a proposal in microgrids that combine heat and power 

and have been discussing the milk collection center as the anchor customer to make the 

microgrids a reality. The reason why milk is involved in the anchor customer business model is 

because it is an interesting commodity and there is great demand coming from the urban areas 

and the middle class. It is also because milk is an agricultural product that is connected with the 

activities that take place in rural areas. Then irrigation could be also a major project requiring 

electricity but things have to move one step at a time. The Zambian government over the late 

years has announced a deficit in milk supply and stressed the large milk collection production 

potential and income opportunities. The country has even been importing milk to cover its 

demand however still it is not significant to cover this deficit and support the measures that 

have been taken to help with the milk production growth. So far the milk production has been 

operated by small scale farmers and smallholders and the government has already been 

interested in raising the capacity of the milk collection centers to support them (ZambiaInvest, 

2015). Jeremiah Kasalo, the Excecutive Manager of the Dairy Association in Zambia (DAZ), stated 
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that the market has grown 7-10% and Bartholomew, the dairy process manager of Zambeef has 

forecasted that the market will grow by 25% in the future. Pär also believes that if the anchor 

business model is scaled, access to clean energy can be spread and he would not describe it as 

an overoptimistic scenario. Therefore there is a great opportunity to combine energy access 

with the development of an agricultural product. My involvement as part of my thesis is to 

examine whether this is possible in the scope of energy technology leapfrogging, so whether 

this scenario is viable in rural areas of Zambia by bypassing, at the same time the unsustainable 

means of energy the developing countries chose, to spread energy access and power their 

needs. 

As Pär claims, the anchor customer business model idea has always been around and it is a good 

start for the microgrid development also if it is backed up by the government or other local 

organizations. There are always great unknowns on whether this project will prove to be 

successful but it has to be tested in areas where there is potential for economic growth, where 

locals can be involved in the change and “money can be produced”, there is no point in 

experimenting if there is no potential.  

4.3 Factors and Actors that Influence the Business Model 

At this part I would first like to refer the reader to the “Anchor Customer Business Model” figure 

2 displayed in the methodology part, where I have graphically presented the business model. I 

will now proceed with the analysis of the factors and actors, or else stakeholders, who influence 

the business model. As mentioned earlier I will mostly focus on two entities: the MCC as the 

anchor customer, will support the operation of the IPP due its stable electricity demand. My 

analysis will follow the “Theories synthesis” matrix, I presented in the literature review part. To 

better structure my analysis of the main two entities, the MCC and IPP, I used the business 

canvas from Ostelwalder, separately for each one of them. The business canvas consists of the 

key partners, activities, resources, value propositions, customer relationships, channels, 

customer segments, cost structure, and revenue stream. Thus the technical capabilities and the 
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finance needed together with the various actors involved and their interconnections, will be 

discussed as part of the business canvas. 

4.3.1 The MCC business canvas 

The main anchor customer in our case is the MCC, as I mentioned before, which will have a 

continuous need for energy to be able to cool the milk that will arrive to these points from the 

farmers and will be later acquired by the dairy company that will own it. The owner of the MCC 

will potentially be Zambeef, a contact Pär has already established, which is the largest vertically 

intergraded food retailing brand in Zambia. The group is mainly involved in the production, 

processing, distribution and retailing of beef, chicken, pork, milk, dairy products, eggs, stock 

feed and flour and they also own row cropping operations (principally maize, soya beans and 

wheat) (Zambeef website). Zambeef has actually calculated that milk sales will increase in the 

coming years, therefore has expressed its interest in investing in MCCs together with other 

investors, in various places in rural Zambia to increase the efficiency of milk collection and 

cooling. Zambeef is aware that, many farmers are located far away from the road and electricity 

network, where most of the present MCCs with cooling tanks are located. Other areas rely on 

milking in the morning with immediate delivery to the dairy operator for cooling and processing. 

This system limits production as no milking takes place in the evening and makes it difficult to 

deliver the milk when farmers herd their livestock in distant places, for instance when farmers 

in the dry season bring their livestock to a river or other water source for drinking.  

Therefore, providing more MCCs in the rural areas closer to where the livestock is kept, can 

increase the milk production and quality while reducing the cost for transport due to larger 

production volumes. This will bring increased income and cost reduction to farmers as well as 

dairy operators. The MCC could be the ideal anchor customer to support the operation of the 

microgrid, IPP, to serve its electricity demand needs. Thus I will begin with the business canvas 

of the MCC which is our anchor customer who will support the operation of the IPP and will be 

the first step for the expansion of the efficient and environmental friendly energy technology on 

the village. 
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4.3.1.1 Key Partners  

The key partners of the MCC will be the IPP as it becomes apparent, Musika, the local consulting 

organization, and finally the farmer’s association. The IPP will be providing electricity to the 

MCC to support its operation, coming from a combined power and heat microgrid, 

characterized as an environmentally and energy efficient solution, in my previous parts. Since 

Musika acts like a local consulting firm and can be involved in the different phases of the project 

implementation, I was wondering if it could assist with conducting the contract terms between 

the IPP and the MCC for the provision of electricity, make sure that the contract is fair and all 

the challenges are covered from the beginning. Apparently Musika will only play the role of a 

facilitator and catalyst and will not have any further responsibilities. Charles Musonda, the 

Operations Manager for Output & Environmental Markets for Musika, replied that they could 

only facilitate and catalyze the process and not be part of the actual implementation therefore 

the two entities will have to take care of that, possibly with the help of a legal advisor. The 

farmer’s association role will be crucial as well as, they will be the ones responsible for 

promoting its operation and encouraging farmers to bring and sell their milk into these centers 

and opening up the discussion for more farmers to be involved in the area as discussed with Pär. 

Also from my interview with Jeremiah Kasalo, the Excecutive Manager of the Dairy Association 

in Zambia (DAZ) I also noted that the farmer’s association can assist with the cooperation 

between farmers and the companies and identify the market for milk demand.  

In terms of key partners I was also curious to know from Charles, from Musika, if there is need 

to form a special board for the MCC, as it was mentioned in some cases in literature, where 

multiple stakeholders have to participate. Charles stated that there is no need for it in our case 

and it is also important to work close to the Dairy Association of Zambia (DAZ), which could be 

the “off-taker” to identify the potential location of the MCC and its ownership . As I have 

discussed earlier Zambeef could possibly be interested in owning these centers.  
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4.3.1.2 Key Activities 

The key activities of the MCC will be to store and cool the milk and then provide it to the dairy 

company that will own it. As mentioned earlier, these intermediate points did not exist before, 

and the farmers had to travel for long distances to deliver the milk to the dairy companies, as 

most of them are located far from the main road infrastructure. As Bartolomew from Zambeef 

confirms, their operation will make the milk collection process more efficient and will increase 

the quantities of the milk sold, as it will be easier now for the farmers to milk their cows twice a 

day and deliver the milk in the MCC, which was not possible in the past. Given the predictions 

from Zambeef that demand for fresh milk will increase in the future, the MCCs will be able to 

supply this demand and benefit the industry and its expansion. 

4.3.1.3 Key Resources 

The key financial resources of the MCC is the funding that will be coming from the milking 

company that will own the MCC, in our case that will potentially be Zambeef as we have already 

engaged in discussions with Bartolomew Mbao, the processing manager. Zambeef would prefer 

if the electricity supply agreement with the IPP is handled by the farmer’s association and also 

the late ones take care of the MCC staffing and training as well sinking the borehole, to provide 

water to the livestock. Jeremiah told me that also in DAZ they carry capacity building trainings 

before they start working in rural areas for instance it is important to explain to the workforce 

the quality of milk has to checked from the farmer side and if this does not happen then the 

contamination will carry on until the end of the supply chain. Charles from Musika also 

mentioned that the contract between the MCC and the IPP can be handled by them.  

Key resources of the MCC are also the farmers supplying the milk and I asked Musika about the 

current relationship dynamics between the farmers in rural areas and the milk business f.e. 

Zambeef and if the inefficiency in collection system potentially affects this relationship. As 

Jeremiah said, in rural areas where there is no connection to electricity it is problematic for the 

milk production and in places that there is, there are frequent power cuts and thus the supply of 
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milk is limited but also the MCCs encounter difficulties as the milk gets sour and then the 

companies are not interested in buying the milk. Even if they do acquire it and later on find out 

that the quality is not good, there is conflict created and they are not interested in buying it, as 

the policy is to pay the suppliers after 30 days. 

4.3.1.4 Value Propositions 

The value proposition of the MCC, as discussed with Pär, will be to improve the milk collection 

and storing efficiency, in that way it can involve even more people in this transformation and 

offer jobs in the locals. Furthermore the sustainability of the the MCC will make it a strong 

anchor customer that will support with its operation the IPP, as it will be utilizing its energy 

capacity. In the long run, its successful operation can bring economic development in the area 

and therefore increase the energy capacity of the MCC, spreading the access to environmentally 

friendly and efficient energy technologies in the rural areas.  

4.3.1.5 Customer Relationships Segments and Channels 

The “customers” of the MCC will be the milk companies, in particular Zambeef, and the 

relationship will depend on whether they will have full ownership or not. In case they do not, 

then Zambeef will have to pay a fee in the owners of the MCC according to the quantity of milk 

they will purchase and according to this scenario the MCC will be able to sell the milk also in 

different dairy companies in Zambia, such as Varun or Parmalat. However one of them can 

decide to invest in its installation and have full ownership of the milk stored there. It is also 

crucial for the MCC to cool the milk in the right temperature so as to ensure its quality and also 

forecast the demand for milk to meet the supply. Due to its fast expiration compared to the 

powdered milk, the residents of Zambia have used to consume, it is really important to make all 

the processes highly efficient. In the future these collection centers could store more dairy 

products that could supply the dairy companies and further expand the agricultural scene and 

support the farmers in the rural areas of Zambia. It is obvious that the channels the MCCs will 
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reach their “customers” will be direct communication depending also on the relationship and 

ownership type. 

4.3.1.6 Cost Structure and Revenue Streams 

In my interview with Jeremiah, from DAZ I asked him which are the main financial challenges of 

the dairy industry and he referred me to the document produced by DAZ (Tax and non Tax 

Proposals Revised word document) and therefore I will share the main ones here. The first 

challenge is that the industry is operating in a semi controlled economy which therefore impacts 

negatively the cost of inputs for the industry, especially feed prices. There is also a VAT regime 

which adds cost to the industry and for instance the milk itself does not attract VAT but the 

packaging material does, such us raw milk bulk tanks, which adds to increasing the cost of milk 

to the consumer. As we already know the industry is not efficient enough in terms of 

production, processing and retailing which can be reflected to higher production cost according 

to their neighbor countries and also the decreasing currency in general adds costs up to 20% 

making the industry more vulnerable to these imports. Also some of these countries have a 

surplus in raw milk which can be threatening for Zambia’s production. Finally what is really 

worrying is that there have been no capital investment concessions for dairy processors which 

discourage investment in the dairy subsector and limits growth. 

With Bartholomew from Zambeef, I discussed in particular about the current situation of the 

MCC in terms of costs and revenues. The milk collection and delivery varies and could 

hypothetically be used from approximately 10-40 farmers, who could have 2-5 cows each, for 

milking. Every cow can produce 2-12 liters and this process could potentially take place twice 

and the milk can be delivered 30 minutes after the milking takes place. The dairy market is 

growing approximately 25% during the late years, however some of the MCC are not operating 

efficiently. The transportation costs has shifted due to the fact that Zambeef has recently 

invested in milk tankers and also the government has just installed toll gates within the last few 

days, in the routes they are using. The current price paid to farmers at the MCC is approximately 

4 zambian kwacha per liter. The future situation once multiple MCC are added Zambeef expects 
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that 30-50 farmers, will participate in the process of forming MCCs in Mongu town western 

province. There will be 200 Cows, participating in the milking process initially, where 2-5 milking 

cows will belong to each farmer, therefore the production is expected to double after a year 

time. According to a realistic scenario each cow will produce 5-12 lt. per milking and will be 

milked twice given the fact that there is water and some complimentary feeding and other 

services at the MCC. The milk produced and stored in the MCC’s should be collected every other 

day, meaning 15 days per month and the operating hours will be 8 Hours per day which will be 

split in 4 hours early morning and 4 hours late in the afternoon to receive milk. The ideal tank 

capacity for milk cooling and storage should be 1500Lt. The price paid to the farmers however 

will remain the same to 4 zambian kwacha per liter and will collect themselves the milk and if 

not we pay the transporter to collect on our behalf. Concerning the investment on the MCC, as 

mentioned earlier, Zambeef will be interested in investing, given the fact volumes are viable and 

big enough to justify the collection costs and also they would buy or lease the equipment if for 

the same reason. The main conclusion from the interview with Zambeef is that they are 

interested in investing in the MCC project due to the potential of economy of scale 

development but they would prefer to pass most of the responsibilities to an intermediary, in 

our case is the farmers association. They should be responsible about the finance, the logistics 

and stakeholder engagement to make the MCC operational. 

Overall, from my disussions with Pär I would like to present more specifically, the cost structure 

of the MCC which will be the installation costs; the equipment needed to run the unit, the 

training of the workforce, as well as the need to maintain the unit. As mentioned earlier, this is 

extremely important as a defect could lead to the disruption of the milk production. The 

electricity fee, that the MCC will pay the IPP for its operation, might not be that expensive but it 

is highly important for its viability. Also a constant quality control process should be established 

so as to ensure the quality and the compliance of the milk with hygiene safeguards established 

in Zambia. Another cost is the price the center will pay for their raw material, meaning the milk, 

to the farmers that will be supplying it. The costs of the center will be handled from their owner, 

the dairy company in particular, which could potentially be Zambeef. The revenue streams of 
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the MCC will derive from selling the milk, which also depends also on the type of ownership. In 

case it is owned by a milk company then the earnings will come from selling the milk to the end 

customers but if the center operates as an independent unit then they will come from selling 

the milk stored in the different milk companies.  

4.3.2 The IPP business canvas 

The IPP will be an independent entity consisted of a combined heat and power microgrid, 

possibly owned by a local Zambian company and will provide the power service at a cost per 

kw/h. Due to its close connection to the anchor customer it will maintain a good dialogue with 

the MCC which will support its operation. In the start of the project the IPP will only have the 

MCC and the mobile tower as the anchor customers and once economic development is 

brought to the area it will increase its customer base. 

4.3.2.1 Key Partners 

The key partners of the IPP will be the MCC and Musika. The IPP will provide electricity to the 

MCC for its operation and specifically this will be used for cooling and storing the milk and 

irrigation purposes, which will not be discussed further. Then the MCC will pay the IPP a fee and 

therefore ensure that the unit can cover its costs and can be sustained in the future so that 

additional customers can be connected. Musika can be the one assisting with the terms of the 

contract between the IPP and the MCC and later on approach more households and business to 

be connected in the unit.  

Charles from Musika also mentioned that the IPP should be in contact with the energy 

regulation board (ERB). The ERB regulates the energy sector in order to ensure the efficient 

provision of reliable and quality energy services and products, strengthens the regulatory 

framework and improves collaboration and information sharing with stakeholders (ERB 

website). Also Charles told me that the permission from the headman is needed but also the 

citizens and basically the whole village have to agree with the introduction of a unit that has 
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never been installed before. The headman, is the leader of every rural area and him and his 

advisors are still responsible for making most of the decisions on the village. The settlement of 

social disputes and vigilance for the welfare of the village community has always been the 

responsibility of the village headman as Tordoff (1980) mention. Another entity that Charles 

mentions that has to participate is the Zambia Environmental Management Agency (ZEMA). 

ZEMA role among others is to advise on policy formulation and make recommendations for the 

sustainable management of the environment; ensure the integration of environmental concerns 

in overall national planning through coordination with appropriate authorities; review 

environmental impact assessment (EIA) and strategic environmental assessment (SEA) reports; 

monitor trends of natural resources, their use and impact on the environment, make necessary 

recommendations to the appropriate authority, publish information on any aspects of the 

environment and facilitate public access to information on the environment ( thereddesk.org 

website). 

Moreover from my discussions with Pär and critical view on the electrification master plan of 

the rural areas report, I am aware that ZESCO, the national electricity provider has not been 

successful in extending the grid nor interested in the development of microgrids and Charles 

also confirmed that ZESCO is one of the important players in the electricity but is not involved in 

the implementation of the microgrids, therefore the installation of the renewable unit would 

not cause any conflict nor ZESCO would be interested to participate in this project. As Charles 

repeats the most important is to get by the local community, inform the ERB and obtain a 

consent from ZEMA through the ERB.  

4.3.2.2 Key Activities 

Then the key activity of the IPP will be to supply reliable electricity, day and night to the MCC as 

mentioned above and make sure that the demand is met so its operation is not disrupted. Once 

the economic development takes place and more business and households decide to move 

closer to the microgrid, the IPP will have to ensure that electricity production is scalable so it 

can serve their needs as well. Therefore, an increase in energy capacity will be needed 
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according to the equipment of the businesses, since the households only consume electricity for 

lighting and cooking.  

4.3.2.3 Key Resources 

The funding for the IPP could originate from international donors or organizations such as SIDA 

and the World Bank that have been oriented towards supporting energy projects in African 

countries. However the late years, due to the misuse of the funding, SIDA has not been 

particularly keen on investing in energy projects in Africa, as mentioned earlier. At that point I 

asked, Musika whether it assists with attracting financial support and fundraising towards the 

introduction of specifically renewable energy options, as in our case, since it is uncertain 

whether the operation of the IPP will be commercially viable from the beginning. Charles from 

Musika, responded that depending on the availability of resources at that point, they would first 

test the innovation and estimate the risks involved. Once the concept is demonstrated and they 

ensure the project can attract commercial investment and has a strong value chain they can 

start reaching out for financial institutions to participate. 

 Another type of resource is the equipment and the workforce needed to run the microgrid. Pär 

told me that, ZESCO has a maintenance unit with spare parts, but most likely all of the 

equipment will come from international companies such as ABB or other utility providers in 

Zambia. However it is advisable that the workforce is consisted of locals, to make sure that they 

are involved in the project implementation and gain the knowledge needed. There have been 

many cases though where the installation of the IPP has not been successful, due to the lack of 

knowledge and trained workforce. Therefore I wished to know from Musika’s representor, 

whether there is workforce that could assist with the training of the technicians in rural areas 

and how could they could be incentivized to stay instead of working in the city once they are 

skilled enough and also if women could be involved into the whole processes. Charles 

commented that Musika “owns” local trained workforce, consisting by both women and man, as 

recently they launched themselves a 30 kw micro grids to connect 250 households. All their 
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training has been executed by the existing knowledgeable personnel but there would be no 

issue if they decided to bring one or two experts for support.  

4.3.2.4 Value Proposition 

The main value proposition of the IPP is the leapfrogging to an environmental friendly and 

efficient technology, by getting energy from a biomass boiler and a solar heater as mentioned 

earlier and also enabling the access of energy to the rural areas. The installation of this 

microgrid by the IPP will be brought in connection to the development of a local business, the 

milk collection center that will involve different stakeholders, provide them with knowledge and 

income which will be beneficial for the economy and the society development in the future. 

Therefore there will be great potential for households and other micro business to be built 

around the microgrid. From similar cases it is also proven that electricity provision can improve 

the entertainment of the locals, due to access in music or television but also the education 

levels, as the children are able to study in the evenings for school. Finally the last value 

proposition of the the IPP, is that it can be easily scaled in the future, if it is proven to be 

successful.  

4.3.2.5 Customer Relationships Segments and Channels 

The customer relationships will, on a first step, concern the ones between the IPP and the MCC, 

since this will be the starting point for the implementation of the business model. Musika could 

assist with the terms of the contract so as to help them to conduct a valid one, as Charles 

confirmed. If this step is successful the customers that will be connected in the future are the 

ones with the small businesses and households so as to satisfy their electricity needs. The fee 

will have to be decided upon the Zambian standards and as mentioned in the literature it can be 

a variable or a fixed one, we will elaborate more on the possibilities in the following part.  

The customer segments of the IPP is the anchor customer, the MCC, which will utilize electricity 

to run its business and in the future it will be the households and small business that will be 
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connected to the grid. Another secondary customer will be the mobile tower, that should also 

be installed to enable the communications between the IPP and MCC for the electricity supply, 

and in general all the secondary activities that will be taking place. The channels that the IPP will 

reach its customers it is directly when it comes to the MCC, and for the future customers 

through NGOs and local organizations such as Musika, government bodies or the headman, who 

has significant power over the rural communities. The final product of the micro grid operation, 

electricity, is disturbed directly through the microgrid for both the MCC and its future 

customers.  

4.3.2.6 Cost Structure and Revenue Streams 

The financial expenses of the MCC will be taken care by the dairy company, potentially 

Zambeef, however in the case of the IPP it is not certain, who will initiate the process. Therefore 

I would like to make some calculations on the costs for the operation of the IPP and its revenues 

to form an initial idea. I first started with some rough calculations on the costs according to the 

National Renewable Energy Labarotory (NREL), as it has proven difficult to gain access to actual 

costs in Zambia due to the lack of documentation, and afterwards calculate revenues according 

to my discussions with Pär. I have assumed that the costs presented here will be the same as in 

Zambia and I will continue my analysis in US dollars instead of Zambian Kwacha. NREL is a 

federal laboratory working with research, development, commercialization, and deployment of 

renewable energy and energy efficient technologies. It is dedicated on today’s energy 

challenges and technologies that can change the way nations and the world is using energy. 

More specifically they focus on sustainable transportation, energy productivity, renewable 

energy productivity, renewable electricity, systems integration and partners up with private 

industries, federal agencies, local government, international, research and non-profit 

Organizations. 

As mentioned earlier the renewable energy unit that we will use will be a biomass combined 

heat power, where the heat will be coming from a solar thermal panel. My calculations are 

based in the “Distributed generation renewable energy estimate of costs study” (2016) and 
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their accurate enough for a first pass screen of economic viability. Initial capital costs, 

operations and maintenance costs (O&M) can vary significantly according to project size, 

geographic location or market maturity and competition. O&M and costs are always more 

difficult to obtain and they have to be provided through experts from the industry. I will only 

present NREL’s findings on biomass combustion combined heat and power since they reflect the 

technology we will use for our project, and below I have prepared a matrix with these (Appendix 

1, NREL Cost Analysis for Combined heat and power technologies) 

 The useful life of such a unit according to the NREL experts who have been researching and 

working with the technology for the biomass combined heat power is, 20-30 years and the size 

of the technology, that can be used for the initial system capacity, is 3.5 (akres/MW).According 

to the cost input from NREL I would like now to make a hypothetical scenario on how the 

finance of the biomass combined heat and power microgrid, will develop in the future. Due to 

the fact that there is limited access to information online, in Zambia, and the need for field 

studies to be conducted, I would like to give the reader a first insight into the potential of the 

microgrid installation. 

Inspired from the matrix prepared by NREL I moved on with my calculations (Appendix 2, Cost 

Structure and Revenue Streams of the IPP). The costs I included into my analysis are the; 

installation, fixed, variable O&M, the fuel and water ones. The installation and fixed costs 

represent the yearly capacity of the microgrid f.e. $98*30kw and the variable O&M and fuel 

water costs represent the costs per hour on a yearly basis f.e. $0.04*30kw*24*30*12, where 

the multiplication of 24*30*12 represent the costs paid per hour over a year (24 hours a day 

multiplied with 30 days and 12 months in a year). To make my calculations easier, I added in 

excel a separate cell with this product. As we understand it is assumed that the grid is operating 

24 hours a day to simplify the case, it should be kept in mind though, as Pär says we can hardly 

expect that it will be operating full capacity, especially during night when demand lowers. 

The starting installation costs will be $185,344 which results from, NREL’s indication per kw 

multiplied with 32kw which will be the starting capacity of the microgrid, 30 kw will be assigned 
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to the milk collection center, the main anchor customer and 2 kw to the mobile tower, the 

secondary customer, which typically requires that amount. As Pär claims once electricity is 

brought to the area, changes happen fast so it would not be an optimistic scenario to add 25kw 

to the starting capacity of the grid in the 3rd year of its operation, to serve the electricity 

demands of smaller businesses or households. Afterwards I assumed that every 4th year 20kw 

will be added to the grid, to gain a general understanding on how the costs and revenues will 

evolve since economic development will accelerate hypothetically every 4 years and the energy 

needs of the people in the area will increase. The additional capacity can be allocated to a few 

customers or to numerous households. For instance electricity can be provided to; the farmer 

association for water pump to dairy cattle, a maize mill entrepreneur, a bar with refrigerator, a 

saloon for hair and beauty, a workshop for general repairs and eventually several households 

for their own household needs as refrigeration and cooking. For the extension of the grid there 

are additional installation costs involved and I have not estimated a learning curve percentage, 

therefore the installation costs concern only these extra 20kw. Every year the IPP will withhold 

its earnings, starting from the 2nd year when the grid will officially start its operation. These 

earnings will be allocated to add extra capacity to the grid and cover the installation costs. The 

3rd year the retained earnings will cover for the first time the added capacity of the 25kw as 

mentioned above. Therefore the installation costs for this year are calculated according to the 

installation costs indicated by NREL will be; 5,792*25kw minus the retained earnings. On the 

same way I will be calculating the installation costs every 4 years when 20 kw will be added to 

the capacity. If this result is negative, as in my case, it means that the retained earnings exceed 

the costs and therefore the IPP will be not need external support for funding. For the 

installation and the fixed costs during the first year when the grid will not be operating, in 

cooperation with Musika we will work with the fundraising of these costs. The financial support 

could be from international donors, organizations or even from private actors from the urban 

areas. As we have discussed with Pär the first years of similar projects installed in rural areas are 

crucial, some of them have failed the first years of their operation or later on, once they did not 

receive additional financial support for costs that might occur. Finally the fixed costs will remain 
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the same over the years and the variable O&M and fuel& water ones will only increase due to 

the increase in the energy capacity of the microgrid every 4 years. Therefore each year the total 

amount of costs are the installation costs, if any, the fixed, the variable O&M, the fuel and water 

ones. As appears in the excel sheet, they might be negative the years of the grid capacity 

installation, as the retained earnings which are added which exceed them, as explained earlier. 

The revenues are the product of the price per kw and the quantity on a yearly basis and the 

tariff will be fixed to simplify things in the beginning and later on it can turn to a variable one 

where the customers will be paying fee according to their consumption. Pär suggests that 0.3-

$0.5 per kw, is reasonable to charge electricity and I decided to go for $0.3. Since I could not 

have access to information that reflect the real electricity prices by this particular unit. However 

in a couple of years this price could hypothetically rise to 0.5, given the fact that economic 

development will be taking place and electricity prices will be affordable. On my calculations I 

included a column with the price per kw per hour and the total capacity of the grid and then in a 

separate one I calculated the yearly electricity tariff and total consumption. The total revenues 

is the product of these two columns as the comparison is done on a yearly basis and not an 

hourly. 

Afterwards I calculated the profit which is the difference between the revenues and the costs. 

For these 28 years of the microgrid, the profits will always be positive except from the first year 

as explained before. At this point we understand that the role of the investors is essential for 

the installation of the energy unit and in general their support in case there is an unpredictable 

need for finance needed. Also after the 28 years, close to the end of the microgrid lifecycle, it is 

important to replace the unit or extend its lifetime, since economic development will already 

been taking place and will be disastrous if it will be disrupted. The IPP needs to agree the 

finance terms of the contract from the beginning or even withhold and manage the capital. 

There have been issues sometimes with international organizations not supporting the projects 

until the end, due to their anticipation for quick results but also because there were incidents 

where authorities in Zambia misused the capital. Therefore there is need for transparency in the 
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whole process and Musika or another local organization could be involved. Also it is important 

for the IPP to collect the fees from the anchor customers because it is crucial for the 

continuation of the microgrid and afterwards handle the additional customers who will be 

added every 4 years. To conclude, in this hypothetical scenario, there will always be a 

dependency issue, to external donors and organizations that might require some ownership of 

the microgrid to secure its operation. It should be further investigated how locals could afford 

themselves the extension of the microgrid, after some years, as a result of the economic 

development that will be brought in the area.  

4.4 Prosperity of the business model and socioeconomic development 

The prosperity of the anchor customer business model, in the first stages, depends on the 

viability of the anchor customer as a business. If the MCC is profitable then it will be able to 

support the IPP and pay the fee to cover its electricity demand needs. Therefore it was also 

interesting for me to know if Musika, as a consulting partner, could assist with monitoring the 

operation of the overall anchor business model and how the development of the area evolves. 

They could then set some goals, measure if they are achieved, give recommendations and 

feedback in both the MCC and IPP. Charles commented here that the way they work in Musika 

is; once they arrange the private sector investment, they are actually requested to conduct the 

monitoring and evaluation of the project and share the results about the progress with the 

investors. At the same time they share all the results with the implementing firm but they do 

not manage the operation of a certain unit on behalf of the private sector as this is the 

responsibility of the firm. Therefore we understand that Musika can be involved in the 

controlling of the MCC and IPP, after agreeing the terms of the cooperation. In general since 

there are many actors involved with each entity, they could also practice separate evaluation 

processes, as Pär notes. For instance the dairy company owning the MCC could use its extension 

agents to monitor the milk production of the farmers, important for sales, and engage with the 

farmers’ association for better livestock management. In the future the IPP could itself monitor 

power demand and sales through the installation of smart meters. Of course this process will 
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shift a lot in the future once more business are connected according to the stakeholders 

involved in every one of them. 

In order to forecast the prosperity of the anchor customer I prepared a matrix (Appendix 3, 

Prosperity of the Anchor Customer) according to Bartholomew’s input from Zambeef, on how 

the milk industry will evolve over the next years. This will be indicative on the importance of the 

MCC as an anchor customer, since its viability is connected with the energy technology 

leapfrogging and the spread of energy access in the rural areas of Zambia and further on the 

economic development of the area. In the matrix I calculated a minimum and maximum 

scenario according to his sayings. As he highlights the market is growing to around 25% but still 

it remains inefficient. By the installation of various milk collection centers in rural areas in 

between where the farmers are located and the road network, more farmers will be able to be 

involved, the efficiency of milk collection can increase, the quantity of milk collected and 

therefore the sales.  

As mentioned before since demand for fresh milk is already there it would be beneficial if the 

milk companies could supply and not engage in alternatives, such powdered milk, serving the 

current demand. The total amount of liters of milk produced per month is a multiplication of; 

the number of farmers, the cows, the milk liters produced per day per cow, the milking times 

per day and the frequency of milk collected each month. With the addition of the MCCs in 

various rural areas I calculated that for the minimum scenario the total amount of milk 

produced in liters will increase by 200% and for the maximum scenario it will increase by 150%. 

From our talk with Bartholomew from Zambeef, that he forecasted that demand for milk will 

grow in the future and I then asked Jeremiah where does DAZ base that increase. He told me 

that DAZ has estimated that the industry has already grown 7-10% and Zambeef forecast that it 

will increase by 25%  and suggests that it has been due to the growth of the middle class, the 

awareness of what people consume in their daily life and the fact that milk is considered a 

healthy product. People are also more interested in entrepreneurship and therefore more eager 

to be engage and recreate this business. Also the demand for it is rising from nearby countries 
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and thus the need to export it and a final reason is that Zambia has adequate resources and 

land available to work with milk production.   

Jeremiah from DAZ agrees that electricity is paramount for the MCC and if access is provided in 

more areas more MCCs can operate. Farmers will not have to drive such long distances and 

once they milk the cows the milk can be stored and chilled in a nearby MCC which is also 

important for the quality of milk. The general impact of electricity provision in the people living 

and working in the area, from similar cases is that more small businesses tend to be installed, 

such as barber shops, saloons etc . Charles, from Musika agreed that a productive off the grid 

innovation can have a transformative effect in a rural set up and a great potential to create an 

economic hub thus this could attract households and businesses to come closer to the energy 

grid. Jeremiah from DAZ, also stresses how positive are the impact is in all cases. He specifically 

mentions the case of a village in Zambia where once the standard of milk increased, people 

could buy food, had access to better equipment and did not have to go to the town for repairs 

and more drug stores where gathered around the area. In addition an increase in milk sales, 

Jeremiah says, could affect the economic development of the area, as the regular income of 

people increase, then they can have more animals, employ more people and produce more 

milk, then they will be able to pay back the interest of the banks quicker and they could give 

them more credit for buying equipment. Jeremiah stresses that farmers have a strong will to 

grow. My final question and critical one is if he knows of a successful MCC that is connected to a 

renewable energy source, as the one Pär is interested in installing in the future. Jeremiah told 

me that all the MCCs are running on diesel generators and that their efficiency has increased. 

Biogas generators are in their early beginning and he actually told me that the coming week of 

the interview, there would be an exhibition shortcasing these “cleaner” technologies. He said 

that they need more exposure, become more affordable and efficient for the farmers, especially 

there is need of support for the first years of the installation. As he says, the discussion needs to 

start with going directly to the MCCs and discuss with the people about the benefits of running 

their units in renewable energy technologies instead of the traditional diesel generators. 
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If this business model can be absorbed then the energy technology leapfrogging can be viable 

and also impact the socioeconomic development of the area, which is actually the ultimate 

purpose of leapfrogging. However the similar cases I identified, from secondary sources, are not 

paired to an energy efficient and environmental friendly energy technology which makes the 

anchor customer business model an interesting proposition. In Tapo, an area on the outskirts of 

Mongu, in the western province of Zambia there are many farmers with a few cows that are 

milked twice a day and sell the milk locally. Zambeef together with Musika have established a 

processing plant in Mongu that buys the milk from the local farmers for 4 zambian kwacha as 

verified from my interview with Bartholomew. As the article mentions (Musika website) this has 

brought an extra income to the farmers and have improved the inefficiency of milk collection so 

far. In that case it was actually Musika that has purchased a bulk of milk cooling tanks and has 

helped to increase the number of farmers participating in the milk market. A farmer states that 

now hardly any milk goes to waste and since the plant was installed his income doubled and he 

was thus able to pay for the school of his children.  

More specifically after a year, December 2015 that Zambeef established this MCC in Mongu, the 

milk collected has increased from 10,000 liters to 134,000 liters and the number of farmers 

involved from 25 to 220. From August 2016 Zambeef has expanded the MCCs from five to 

eighteen to reach this amount of famers. Also to increase the amount of milk collected, 

Zambeef has engaged a private transporter, a firm that Zambeef was willing to support, so as to 

improve the transportation of the milk to the MCC making the process easier for the locals. This 

has made the market of milk even more certain and another farmer claimed that he was also 

able to pay the school fees for his children and the medical bills or another mentioned that he 

was now able to buy the equipment he needs to build his house. (Gift Chanda, Musika website). 

As mentioned in Zambeef website they are oriented towards triple bottom line approach to 

sustainability and are committed in bringing positive social, environmental and economic 

impact in the areas they operate. It has actually formed a board that provides strategic advice 

regarding systemic and strategic environmental and social issues which affect the Group’s 

business model and strategy. It also ensures that the company is monitoring its environmental 
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and social management and is in accordance with policies and standards. The board also 

ensures that good corporate citizenship is achieved through promotion of equality and 

prevention of discrimination and reduction of corruption. It secures the development of the 

communities in which the company operates and markets its products. 

In another area in Chongwe close to Lusaka the impact of milk production has already been 

beneficial as it assures the daily income of the farmers. It is actually hoped that a milk collection 

center will be set up soon in line with green thinking, which will be connected to solar power 

and biogas will be utilized. A similar project has been implemented in in Kasenga, Kanakantapa, 

Mpango, Njolwe and Chinkuli, other areas of Chongwe district, where 24 farmers have been 

going under training fom the 146 registered. The chairperson of a project there confirmed that 

dairy has boosted his income and has helped farmers being more open to new ways of farming. 

He also mentioned that he looks forward to when he will be able himself to implement his farm 

initiatives such us biogas and solar power to help with the chilling and processing of the milk. 

The success of the project in Chongwe in the areas of Njolwe and Mpango is undeniable the 

there is hope for the dairy farming in Zambia to adopt similar practices. (Mwazipeza Chanda, 

2015). 

Finally to conclude, I believe that there is great potential for the anchor customer business 

model and it can also have an important impact on the society and the economy of the rural 

areas of Zambia, apart from the environmental effects it will bring indirectly. In an interview in 

April 2017, the minister of Agriculture in Zambia claims that the future of Zambia depends on 

that industry and can alleviate poverty. There is a plan from the government to support farmers 

through a special program, encourage them to diversify their production, promote irrigation 

and mechanization. The minister also mentioned that it is important for the government to let 

the private sector lead the agriculture by investing and producing more efficiently then the 

government can. However it is known that the sector is facing multiple challenges related to 

climate change, high cost of borrowing and mechanization, the minister suggests that the 

farmers themselves should meet and share experiences and information and learn good 
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agronomy tactics. The final message of the minister is that there is need to increase the 

productivity in agriculture especially among small scale farmers so they can come out of poverty 

people (Musika website). As it becomes apparent there is great hope for the agriculture industry 

in the future, thefore the sustainability of our anchor customer. Scaling up the anchor customer 

business model, that involves the MCC as the anchor customer, in rural areas of Zambia it can 

potentially spread the energy technology leapfrogging in an indirect way and improve the 

energy access of the areas.  

5. DISCUSSIONS 

The purpose of this discussion is to comment on my findings and critically evaluate whether the 

applied approach has been able to answer my research question. First, I will evaluate the ability 

of my theoretical synthesis to provide a clear answer to my research question. 

The theories of leapfrogging energy technologies, energy technology innovation and business 

models were combined, so as to examine how the design of a business model can contribute to 

energy technology leapfrogging and increase energy access in rural areas of Zambia. In my 

synthesis I highlighted elements that they have in common so as to enable me, uncover the 

conditions necessary for the specific anchor customer business model to be absorbed by the 

rural areas. This synthesis has identified the importance of finance, technical capabilities and of 

a systemic approach which guided me through my research. Indeed from my interviews and 

secondary sources there is great importance of adequate funding, for the first years of the MCC 

and IPP installation and the need for a participatory approach of different stakeholders to be 

formed. The technical capabilities needed to run both units did not seem to be the biggest 

concern of the people I interviewed as they seemed confident about their existing capacity 

building programs.  

Limitations of the theoretical synthesis 
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In the literature and several of my secondary sources the role of the government engagement, 

with adequate policies, has been highlighted, which I was not able to include in my research due 

to my lack of access in policy documents and contacts in the Ministry of Energy and Water 

Development. However I acknowledge its importance especially for bridging the communication 

between Zambia’s organizations involved in the project, such as Musika, and international 

donors. An additional reason this actor stayed out of my scope is that its actual involvement was 

not emphasized in none of my interviews and it seemed that the absorption of an anchor 

customer business model mostly requires the collaboration of all the other actors examined. 

Another limitation of my theoretical synthesis is its lack to precisely describe the steps needed 

for the design of the anchor customer business model, meaning that it does not take a project 

management approach. Thus the steps of project management as described from Kerzner 

(2013); project initiation, planning, execution, monitoring and control and closure are not 

clearly identified. Since the discussions about the anchor customer business model are on 

preliminary stages I have only addressed some elements of these steps, such as recognizing the 

benefits of the project, definition of resources needed, the collaborations needed for the 

execution, considering the outcomes and impacts.    

Expectations Criticism 

Universal access to affordable, reliable and sustainable energy services requires expanding 

access to electricity and clean cooking fuels and technologies, as well as improving energy 

efficiency and increasing the share of renewable energy, are the goals set from UN for 2030 

(Sustainable Development Goals Report 2017). As I expected, I did not identify in my research, 

propositions that simultaneously promote all these from a business perspective. However there 

is clear interest for the adoption of energy efficient technologies individually and I have 

identified a couple of initiatives from secondary sources: 

 Musika and a company called VITALITE signed an agreement that will spread 

environment friendly energy technology to cater for Northern, Muchinga and Luapula 
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provinces, as part of the wider strategy to combat climate change (Musika website, 

2014) 

 The Beyond the Grid Fund for Zambia that will operate from 2016-2018, with a 

maximum funding level of €20m. Within that period they intend to provide 1 million 

Zambians with access to clean electricity (REEP website) 

 Off-Grid Energy Challenge, Zambia’s Muhanya Solar Limited was awarded a $100,000 

grant in 2016 to develop a 30-kilowatt mini-grid in Sinda, an off-grid community in 

Eastern Zambia (Power of Africa website, 2013) 

There is one initiative, though I have identified towards the combination of energy efficient 

technologies in relation to businesses. This is the African Rural Energy Enterprise 

Development Programme (AREED) which aims to develop new sustainable energy 

enterprises that use clean, efficient, and renewable energy technologies. As part of this 

initiative more than 500 entrepreneurs have received enterprise development training to 

create or improve their businesses and approximately $2 million have been invested in 31 

businesses that provide energy services for water pumping, water heating and cooking (UN 

website,2014) 

5.1 Interpretation of results 

On this section I will discuss and interpret the research results in relation to my main and sub 

research questions. To begin with it appears that 65.4% of the Zambian population will reside in 

rural areas and the illiteracy and poverty gap with the urban areas is worsening. Looking at the 

electrification rate of the area I would interpret that this could be a major cause. The 

electrification rate of the areas has been neglected because of the high costs of extending the 

national grid and the fact that the rural population is located sparsely all over the areas. Even 

though different actors have been involved to improve the situation it did not change 

significantly. The Ministry of Water and Energy Development has introduced a levy to fund 

these efforts and since it did not prove to be an efficient strategy, it decided to constitute the 
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Rural Electrification Authority (REA). This authority involved actors that were responsible for 

regulations and licensing such as ERB, ZESCO for generation, transmission and distribution of 

electricity and other energy providers such as CEC. However, as mentioned before, these actors 

did not manage to electrify the rural areas, thus smaller companies or IPPs, which build 

microgrids, covered this gap. Off grid power though is mainly powered by diesel generators of 

approximately 15 kw capacity and hydropower plants and in some of the rural growth centers 

that there are no such microgrids and small businesses that need to cover their electricity needs 

use paraffin. Also the electrification rate of the households living in these areas is very low, from 

the 61% only the 3.1% has access to stable electricity and the rest are using kerosene or paraffin 

as well to cover their needs. As Pär pointed out though, a lot of focus has been put into the 

electrification of areas as a social good without considering the business aspect.  

In regards to energy technology leapfrogging initiatives, there have been some solar power 

projects and the majority of them have been funded by SIDA and operating under Zambian 

ESCOs. However as Pär told me to the interview, too much emphasis has been put in the 

development of solar projects without having the impact expected. The fund allocation system 

was not as transparent and REA has faced multiple milestones in the design phase. This was due 

the high operation costs, the lack of technical capabilities, organizations helping with the 

training and also methods to collect the fees. Projects based in biomass have not been spread 

so far and did not have the support from various actors, such as the government, investors and 

the technical capabilities as well to run them. On the other side, fuel tariffs powering diesel 

generators have risen and business have started discussing alternatives, thus I interpret this 

interest as a great opportunity for clean and efficient energy technologies that can promote 

leapfrogging. 

As it has been clear the existing attempts of spreading energy access have not been that 

successful so far either due to the lack of energy efficiency of the technology or not giving 

emphasis on business development in combination with electricity provision. Also the lack of 
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funding, technical capabilities, unsuccessful role of the different actors involved, which have 

been identified as crucial in my theoretical synthesis, have impacted this problem. 

 This is why an anchor customer business model is being explored where access to energy will 

be provided through a business and the different factors will be addressed. The anchor 

customer as it has been mentioned earlier will have a stable demand for electricity to power its 

needs and pay a monthly fee to the independent power provider for supporting its operation. 

The anchor customer, that has been specifically chosen for that is a milk collection center. From 

my interviews with Zambeef, the potential owner of the MCC, milk sales have been rising and 

are expected to rise even more over the next years. This trend has also been verified by the 

Dairy Association of Zambia. The ownership of the MCC by a financially healthy dairy company 

solves the lack of funding and can secure its financially sustainability on the long run. However 

there is a limitation here as I did not have access on the exact costs and revenues of an MCC and 

cannot be highly certain of its profitability in the long run. Furthermore technical capabilities 

can be covered my capacity building trainings organized from DAZ, as I have been told in the 

interview. Since DAZ is the official dairy association in Zambia I assume that they will be the 

most appropriate ones for undertaking this task. It seems already that the involvement of 

different actors such as; Zambeef, for the funding, DAZ for the training, logistics and identifying 

the market for milk demand, Musika for assisting with the contract terms but also the farmer’s 

association for assisting with the connection of the MCC with the farmers, can contribute to the 

successful installation of the anchor customer.  

However even if it the finance, the technical capabilities and participatory approach of the 

anchor customer are secured, similar factors have to examined for the operation of the clean 

and energy efficient technology by the IPP, for the entire business model to be successful. Since 

combined heat and power microgrids have not been used so far in rural areas of Zambia the 

amount of stakeholders that need to be involved in this case is larger compared to the MCC. As I 

have identified from my research the primary actors; which are apparently the MCC, as the 

anchor customer and Musika assisting with the conduction of the contract. The secondary 
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actors needed to participate in the implementation of the IPP, as described in my interview with 

Musika, are the ERB and ZEMA on the field of policy formulation and the EIA for the 

environmental impact assessment. Also the role of the headman which impacts the decisions on 

the community and is necessary to agree with, is highlighted. Thus I noticed from my interview 

with Musika, that none of these actors, besides the ERB are mentioned in the official 

government report. This adds some confusion to my interpretations and have left me believe 

that the process of establishing the IPP, is either not well organized or Musika is advising its 

customers to take an alternative approach. Concerning the technical capabilities of the 

workforce, Musika has been successfully organizing capacity building trainings. The major issue 

of the IPP though is its access to finance since the ownership is not clear. As I have calculated for 

a microgrid of a 32 kw energy capacity there is a need of $185,344 as the starting installation 

costs, after this amount have been fundraised it appears that the revenues coming from the 

anchor customers, the MCC and the mobile tower, can cover the IPP costs in the long run. Of 

course fundraising is a crucial part for the installation of the IPP and Musika, told me in my 

interview that they could potentially undertake this task. However they have to first make sure 

that the unit will be financially healthy in the future, meaning that they have to conduct a 

similar and more professional analysis I did as part of my research. 

Lastly, interpreting my research results, it is key for the anchor customer business model to be 

sustained by the rural community and also bring socioeconomic development in the area. Only 

this way the energy technology leapfrogging can take place and the energy access improve in 

the rural areas. From my interview with Musika, the organization seemed eager to monitor the 

process, they could then set goals about finance and technical capabilities and measure their 

performance. As the organization shared though, they do not take any responsibility on the 

operation of their client. However I will agree with Pär’s proposal that the entities of the anchor 

customer business model, the IPP and MCC, should develop their own measurements once they 

are more experienced about their operation. Moving on with my research I realized that the 

viability of the anchor customer business model highly depends on the prosperity and 

profitability of its own anchor customer, meaning the MCC. Since the MCC will have stable 
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electricity demand needs and pay a monthly fee to support the IPP and the operation of the 

combined heat and power microgrid, owned by the IPP. From my interview with Zambeef that 

will hypothetically own the MCC and be responsible for its smooth operation, adding more 

MCCs in intermediate points in rural areas will improve the efficiency in the milk collection, 

storing and revenues. The total amount of milk produced can increase between 150%-200%. A 

healthy business like that can benefit the economy and the society living in the area, a fact that I 

confirmed from my interview with DAZ and several secondary sources. Of course there is a bias 

here, as it was only possible to identify the successful cases, thus I was not able to calculate the 

statistics of successful business and fully understand how they have impacted the society and 

the economy. 

According to the sayings of the Dairy Association of Zambia the anchor customer business 

demand can increase the income of the people living in rural areas, as they can expand their 

activities and employ more people. However there is no business so far addressing its energy 

needs from a renewable energy source microgrid, as shared from DAZ and most of them run on 

diesel generators. As I have identified from my interviews and the “rural electrification 

masterplan” report, diesel is expensive, prices are rising and Zambia is dependent on foreign 

imports. Musika agreed that an innovative off grid energy solution can benefit the area and 

incentivize also people to move closer to it and bring economic development, due to electricity 

provision in households that never had before. As the organization suggested more exposure is 

needed for this kind of technologies and I would add here that the financial and technical 

capabilities needed for this technologies to run have to be communicated. Also organizations 

such as Musika could take action, as a strong local organization, and collaborate with the energy 

technology providers for its implementation, promotion of how it can be incorporated to a 

business and assist with the organizing the entire process with the different actors involved.  
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6. CONCLUSION 

The design of a business model can contribute to energy technology leapfrogging and increase 

energy access in rural areas of Zambia if there is adequate financial support, technical 

capabilities and all the relevant actors collaborate. Specifically there is strong evidence that the 

anchor customer business model proposed, will be able to be absorbed by the rural community 

and impact the society and the economy of the area. This thesis sets out to find the factors and 

actors needed in the anchor customer business model. The actors primarily consisting the 

anchor customer business model are; the milk collection center, the independent power 

provider where most of the focus is put and also the local consulting organization named 

Musika and the farmers’ association. The milk collection center has the leading role of the 

anchor customer and is essential for the success of the business model so as to spread energy 

technology leapfrogging and energy access in rural Zambia. In order for the MCC to power its 

operation it will require stable and undisrupted energy from the combined heat and power 

microgrid running from the IPP. The technology of the microgrid is clean and energy efficient 

thus can contribute to the leapfrogging of the rural areas of Zambia that never had access to 

energy before. Musika can assist with capacity building trainings for both the MCC and IPP and 

help with fundraising of the last one. The farmer’s association can engage with the MCC and 

ensure that there are enough farmers working with the particular unit. 

Having applied the theoritical synthesis, I critically assess the; importance of finance, 

technological capabilities and participatory approach concerning the IPP and MCC. For the first 

entity the source of finance is still under consideration, technical capabilities can be taught to 

the workforce, from Musika and several other actors need to be involved in relation to policies, 

environmental assessment and the impact in the local community. For the MCC the finance will 

be covered by a dairy company in Zambia, with Zambeef being in the spotlight, the dairy 

association of Zambia will be responsible for the capacity building and finally actors such as the 

farmer’s association and Musika will be important for arranging the logistics with the farmers 

and conduction of the contract terms. I argue that this synthesis is lacking the examination of 
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the political factor which has been identified in the literature. Involving all these actors of the 

rural areas, additional jobs can be created, economic growth can happen all along with the 

impact of energy technology leapfrogging in the environment of the area. Therefore in order to 

address the energy problem of the rural areas of Zambia the design of a business model is 

suggested where different actors interact and are involved in covering the financial and 

technical needs of this. However, further investigation should be done though, on how this 

business model can be actually implemented. As Mr. Brynjolfsson and Mr McAfee mention 

“developing the business models which make the best use of new technologies will involve trial 

and error and human flexibility” (Davies, 2015) 

6.1 Future Research  

This research is among of the first papers on the exploration of energy technology leapfrogging 

and energy access in connection to a business model in rural areas of Zambia. Furthermore it is 

the first academic attempt, exploring the actors and factors by which this could be a viable 

scenario. The findings are primarily based in semi structured interviews and secondary sources, 

which means that further empirical investigation should be attempted so as to test the research 

findings. The qualitative and in few parts quantitative exploratory nature of the research leaves 

room for identifying adoption systems based on my design principles. Since I have undertaken 

the first research in this topic specifically in areas of Zambia, it still remains unclear whether my 

findings can be applied in similar cases in the developing world. 

I see the lack of academic literature and the exploratory approach of my research, as an 

opportunity for investigating the topic in complementing ways. A crucial element to 

substantiate my findings could be the project management approach. Where my suggestion can 

be described precisely through the different phases of project initiation, planning, execution, 

monitoring and control, closure (Kerzner, 2013) together with the different actors that need to 

be involved in every phase. This could give a clearer picture on the activities that need to be 

done to make the business model applicable and scalable. Furthermore I would suggest that my 

topic is investigated in terms of the theory of Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) perspective 
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(Hauschild, 2005) since the design of a business model in regards to energy technology 

leapfrogging entails an environmental aspect which is not the primary focus of the paper. This 

came to my notice since the benefits of energy technology leapfrogging in the environment 

might be fewer then the impact of the activities of the business proposed. Meaning that since 

the anchor customer proposed in my text is a dairy business which has been accused for 

negative impact on the environment (Vida, 2017) it has to be measured from an LCA perspective 

so the best solution should be decided in terms of environmental impact.  
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IPP: Independent Power Provider 
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 JICA: Japan International Cooperation Agency 
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CEC: Copperbelt Energy Corporation  

ZESCO: Zambia Electricity Supply Corporation Limited 

SHS: Solar Home System  

RGC: Rural Growth Centre  

SIDA: Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency  

ESCOs: Energy Service Companies 

ZAMSIF: Zambia Social Investment Fund  

AfDB: African Development Bank  
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WB: World Bank 
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 Appendix 1: NREL Cost Analysis for Combined heat and power technologies  

 

Appendix 2: Cost Structure and Revenue Streams of the IPP 

Cost Structure and Revenue Streams of the IPP 

Costs for Electricity Generating Technology 

Technology 
Type 

Mean 
Installed 
Cost 
($/kw) 

Installed 
Cost 
Std. 
Dev. 
(+/-
$/kw) 

Fixed 
O&M 
($/kw-
yr) 

Fixed 
O&M 
Std. 
Dev. 
(+/-
$/kw-
yr) 

Variable 
O&M 
($/kwh) 

Variable 
O&M 
(+/-
$/kwh) 

Lifetime 
(yr) 

Lifetime 
std. 
Dev. 
(yr) 

Fuel 
and/or 
water 
cost 
($/kwh) 

Fuel 
and/or 
water 
std. 
dev. 
($/kwh) 

Biomass 
Combustion 
Combined 
Heat & 
Power* 

$5,792 $2,762 $98 $29 $0.04 $0.02 28  8 $0.04 $0.02 

*Unit cost is per kw of the electrical generator, not the boiler heat capacity 
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Costs Installation ($/kw/yr) 

Fixed O&M 
($/kw/yr) 

Variable O&M 
($/kw/yr) 

Fuel and Water 
($/kw/yr) Total Costs 

1 
 

185,344.00 3,136.00 
  

185,344.00 

2 
  

3,136.00 95,551,488.00 95,551,488.00 191,106,112.00 

3 
 

-525,385,248.00 5,586.00 170,201,088.00 170,201,088.00 -184,977,486.00 

4 
  

5,586.00 170,201,088.00 170,201,088.00 340,407,762.00 

5 
  

5,586.00 170,201,088.00 170,201,088.00 340,407,762.00 

6 
  

5,586.00 170,201,088.00 170,201,088.00 340,407,762.00 

7 
 

-4,795,201,048.00 7,546.00 229,920,768.00 229,920,768.00 -4,335,351,966.00 

8 
  

7,546.00 229,920,768.00 229,920,768.00 459,849,082.00 

9 
  

7,546.00 229,920,768.00 229,920,768.00 459,849,082.00 

10 
  

7,546.00 229,920,768.00 229,920,768.00 459,849,082.00 

11 
 

-14,648,628,808.00 9,506.00 289,640,448.00 289,640,448.00 -14,069,338,406.00 

12 
  

9,506.00 289,640,448.00 289,640,448.00 579,290,402.00 

13 
  

9,506.00 289,640,448.00 289,640,448.00 579,290,402.00 

14 
  

9,506.00 289,640,448.00 289,640,448.00 579,290,402.00 

15 
 

-35,669,309,448.00 11,466.00 349,360,128.00 349,360,128.00 -34,970,577,726.00 

16 
  

11,466.00 349,360,128.00 349,360,128.00 698,731,722.00 

17 
  

11,466.00 349,360,128.00 349,360,128.00 698,731,722.00 

18 
  

11,466.00 349,360,128.00 349,360,128.00 698,731,722.00 

19 
 

-79,024,495,848.00 13,426.00 409,079,808.00 409,079,808.00 -78,206,322,806.00 

20 
  

13,426.00 409,079,808.00 409,079,808.00 818,173,042.00 

21 
  

13,426.00 409,079,808.00 409,079,808.00 818,173,042.00 

22 
  

13,426.00 409,079,808.00 409,079,808.00 818,173,042.00 

23 
 

-167,048,693,768.00 15,386.00 468,799,488.00 468,799,488.00 -166,111,079,406.00 

24 
  

15,386.00 468,799,488.00 468,799,488.00 937,614,362.00 

25 
  

15,386.00 468,799,488.00 468,799,488.00 937,614,362.00 

26 
  

15,386.00 468,799,488.00 468,799,488.00 937,614,362.00 

27 
 

-344,410,914,728.00 17,346.00 528,519,168.00 528,519,168.00 -343,353,859,046.00 

28 
  

17,346.00 528,519,168.00 528,519,168.00 1,057,055,682.00 
 

Cost Structure and Revenue Streams of the IPP 
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Appendix 3: Prosperity of the Anchor Customer  

 
Revenues 

Price 
($/kw/h) 

Yearly 
Electricity 
Tariff 
($/kw/yr) 

Quantity 
(kw/h) 

Yearly 
Electricity 
Consumption 
(kw/yr) Profit Retained Earnings 

Year 
Calculation 

1 0.00 
  

32 276480 -185,344.00 
  2 716,636,160.00 0.3 2592 32 276480 525,530,048.00 525,530,048.00 8640 

3 1,276,508,160.00 0.3 2592 57 492480 1,461,485,646.00 1,987,015,694.00 
 4 1,276,508,160.00 0.3 2592 57 492480 936,100,398.00 2,923,116,092.00 
 5 1,276,508,160.00 0.3 2592 57 492480 936,100,398.00 3,859,216,490.00 
 6 1,276,508,160.00 0.3 2592 57 492480 936,100,398.00 4,795,316,888.00 
 7 1,724,405,760.00 0.3 2592 77 665280 6,059,757,726.00 10,855,074,614.00 
 8 1,724,405,760.00 0.3 2592 77 665280 1,264,556,678.00 12,119,631,292.00 
 9 1,724,405,760.00 0.3 2592 77 665280 1,264,556,678.00 13,384,187,970.00 
 10 1,724,405,760.00 0.3 2592 77 665280 1,264,556,678.00 14,648,744,648.00 
 11 2,172,303,360.00 0.3 2592 97 838080 16,241,641,766.00 30,890,386,414.00 
 12 2,172,303,360.00 0.3 2592 97 838080 1,593,012,958.00 32,483,399,372.00 
 13 2,172,303,360.00 0.3 2592 97 838080 1,593,012,958.00 34,076,412,330.00 
 14 2,172,303,360.00 0.3 2592 97 838080 1,593,012,958.00 35,669,425,288.00 
 15 2,620,200,960.00 0.3 2592 117 1010880 37,590,778,686.00 73,260,203,974.00 
 16 2,620,200,960.00 0.3 2592 117 1010880 1,921,469,238.00 75,181,673,212.00 
 17 2,620,200,960.00 0.3 2592 117 1010880 1,921,469,238.00 77,103,142,450.00 
 18 2,620,200,960.00 0.3 2592 117 1010880 1,921,469,238.00 79,024,611,688.00 
 19 3,068,098,560.00 0.3 2592 137 1183680 81,274,421,366.00 160,299,033,054.00 
 20 3,068,098,560.00 0.3 2592 137 1183680 2,249,925,518.00 162,548,958,572.00 
 21 3,068,098,560.00 0.3 2592 137 1183680 2,249,925,518.00 164,798,884,090.00 
 22 3,068,098,560.00 0.3 2592 137 1183680 2,249,925,518.00 167,048,809,608.00 
 23 3,515,996,160.00 0.3 2592 157 1356480 169,627,075,566.00 336,675,885,174.00 
 24 3,515,996,160.00 0.3 2592 157 1356480 2,578,381,798.00 339,254,266,972.00 
 25 3,515,996,160.00 0.3 2592 157 1356480 2,578,381,798.00 341,832,648,770.00 
 26 3,515,996,160.00 0.3 2592 157 1356480 2,578,381,798.00 344,411,030,568.00 
 27 3,963,893,760.00 0.3 2592 177 1529280 347,317,752,806.00 691,728,783,374.00 
 28 3,963,893,760.00 0.3 2592 177 1529280 2,906,838,078.00 694,635,621,452.00 
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Before 

  
Number of 
farmers 

Number of 
cows 

Milk liters 
produced/day/cow 

Milking 
times/day 

Days in a 
month 
of milk 
collected 

Total Lt 
produced/month 

min  10 2 2 1 15 600 

max 40 5 12 1 15 36000 

 

After 

  
Number of 
farmers 

Number of 
cows 

Milk liters 
produced/day 

Milking 
times/day 

Days in a 
month of 
milk 
collected 

Total Lt 
produced/month 

min  30 2 2 2 15 1800 

max 50 5 12 2 15 90000 

 

Appendix 4: Osterwalder Business Canvas 

 

 


